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„Block 20 (Continued) .   principle.   Psl or paychic effects can bs recordod and 
processed by ordinary electromagnetic apparatuses with little change.   A new 
definition of nothing is advanced.   Multiple presences and singular absence are 
Identical (Indistinguishable) to a monocular perception/detection process. 
Fcynman's criterion for a unified field theory — that it must explain why 10^2 
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dual closure, an electrical field is essentially a gravitational field compressed 
by a factor of 10^,   but in a separate closure cusp than the gravitational 
field. 
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ABSTRACT 

This address was given by the author at the Princeton Center for Alternative 
Futures on March 5,  1976 to a group of scientists, parapsychologists, and 
academicians.   Preliminary introductory remarks by Hazel Henderson and Ira Einhorn, 
and a discussion after the address . are included. dis 

["he speaker advances a fourth law of logic which contains the negation of 
each of Aristotle's three laws of logic.   Thus the four-law system is closed.   It contains 
and resolves all present paradoxes since a paradox by definition is a violation of one 
or more of the first three laws, and hence is a statement of, or included in, the 
fourth law.   The four4aw logic encloses everything which can be thought - physics 
and metaphysics - In one logical system.   By the author's perceptron approach to 
perception, the fourth law (identity of opposites on their common boundary) can at 
last be comprehended.   The fourth law resolves, e.g.,   the two-slit experiment, the 
Hieronymus device, the mind/body problem, the nature of mind, the nature of nothing, 
and the difficulties in the logical basis of probability.. 

^i Using the fourth law and the author's perceptron approach to perception, a 
fundamental particle becomes an Einsteinian closure of the universe, in the manner 
of Einstein's spherical model of the cosmos.   The simultaneous existence of both 
macroscopic and microscopic universes is du* to multiple closure of the same universe 
at different rates (differing by a factor of 104f).   The polarity of charge is due to the 
direction of closure taken by the fast closure^universe cusp (i.e., in constituting a 
fundamental charged particle).   The world thus becomes a single giant hologram, and 
reality becomes holographic, rather than Cartesian.   Mass is a time differentiator, 
and in differentiating L^T Minkowskiap/^pacetime, the time dimension is lost.   Thus 
physical detection systems do not defect time directly.   The mind is objective, since 
mental phenomena occupy or sharö or exhibit the time dimension.,   which is accepted 
as an objective dimension inrphysics.   The mind itself is not perceived or observed, 
however, since a mass perception system (the physical sensory system) loses the 
time dimension,   the only objective dimension shared in common by mind and matter 
prior to perception/detection/observation.   Thus the act of physical sensory detection - 
perception itself — is responsible for Descartes'   sharp separation of mind and body. 

<* Based on a time-clustered set of orthogonal 4-spaces selected from Everett's 
many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics, a model of both mind and matter 
can be constructed.   A mind becomes a complete 3-Dimensional physical world three 
or more orthogonal spatial turns away from the ordinary 3-dimensional world,   in an 
n-dimensional spa96 clustered about a single time dimension.   DeBroglie waves and 
photons are fitted-into this model, and the nature of a quark is postulated.   From the 
model, constructs that model life, death, a biological system, psi, consciousness, 
inception, telepathy, psychokinesis, UFO's, God, and the collective unconscious 
can be taken.   Materialization, dematerializacion, and mind linkage also exist, as 
does a specific mechanism for tulpas — materialized thought forms. 

^ Einstein's postulates of special relativity are derived.  A new defining equation 
for mass IJ given.^The two-slit experiment and the Hieronymus device are shown to 
involve the fourth law of logic, as does the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.   Psi or 
psychic effects can Be recorded and processed by ordinary electromagnetic 
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apparatuses with little change.   A new definition of nothing is advanced.   Multiple 
presences and singular absence are identical (Indistinguishable) to a   monocular 
perception/detection process.   Feynman's criterion for a unified field theory — that 
it must explain why 1042 occurs in both the ratio   of an electron radius to the 
Einstein closed universe radius, and the ratio of the electrical force and the gravitational 
force between two electrons —   is met by dual univerro closure at rates differing 
by 1042.   The dual closure universe model also is consistent with Santilll's   proof 
that the classical assumption that electric field and gravitational field are different 
things Is false,   and that they are either totally or partially the same thing.   In dual 
closure, an electrical field Is essentially a gravitational field compressed by a 
factor of 1042. 
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PROLOGUE 

This paper contains an edited and slightly expanded version of an 
Informal address given at the Princeton Center for Alternative Futures, Princeton, 
New Jersey on March 5, 1976. 

Attendees at the gathering Included several prominent physicists, 
paraphysiclsts, para psychologists, and persons of note from other disciplines. 
A partial listing of attendees is as follows: 

Hosts 
Hazel Henderson 
Carter Henderson 

Attendees 
Dr. Heinz Pagels 
Dr. E.H. Walker 
Dr. A.C. Hilgartner, M.D. 
Dr. Andrlja Puharich, M.D. 
Dr. Charles Muses 
Dr. Marvin Feldman 
Ira Einhorn 
Chris Bird 
Moray King 
Joyce Petschek 

Hazel and Carter Henderson, Directors of the Princeton Center for Alternative 
Futures, served as most outstanding and congenial hosts for an informal weekend of 
mutual discussion and interaction. 

I wish to express my most sincere and deep appreciation to our hosts, and 
to all the distinguished attendees, for the opportunity to present some rather 
far-out and perhaps even far-fetched Ideas and concepts, but most of all for the 
stimulating interactions which occurred on that memorable weekend. 

From all of you, I received far more than it was in my own poor power to give. 

a 

i 

Tom Bearden 

ill 
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WRITI NG THE O BSERVt::R El\CK I NTO ITfE I:OU!\TIO N 

Hazel He nderson 

This weekend party was put together by I ra and I, and we've brought some 

people together here who we think might share our interest in the whole proble m 

of -- perhaps we might call it writing the observer back into the equation. I find tha t 

my interest in this whole que s tion stems from th e problem that I deal with in science 

policy-making in Washington, and that problem is the notion tha t science is completely 

objective and value -free. Somehow that notion seem s to l eave the human being out 

of it, and science policy becomes the sort of system that way that I can't deal with. 

Ira has been sending us material \"lritte n by Tom Beard e n, whom we are 

going to introduce in a moment. Tom, I think, has some very interesting new concepts 

that might get at this problem, and also some of the ha sic problems we 're having with 

some of the logic we use. 

Without further ado, I'm going to introduce Ira, and have him s tart the 

discussion and the n introduce Tom, who's going to bounce some of these concepts off 

all you brilliant people from different disciplines --mostly the hard sciences, although 

there are a few social scientists here. I hope we can get an interdisciplinary 

discussion going around some of Tom's concepts, which I think are very exciting. 

So, Ira, why don't you pick up here? 

Ira Einhorn 

I just want to first say a few words. A lot of you in this room are the recipients 

of information that I send out on a weekly basis. What I find myself sitting in the 

midst of right now are piles and piles of information going out all over the world, 

information that no one has any .way of valuing now, but in three or four years I'm sure 



that it is going to be extremely valuatle. · I'm now distributing to about fifteen 

countries through the auspices of my friend Ed Mahler a nd the (Company} . 

Mixed in with the other information that! get is some special material that only 

go.:s to a limited audience. Tom, when I was first introduced to him by my friend 

. . 
Jim Beal --who at that time was working for NASA --was introduced the vvay that a 

lot of other people are, as someone who was very isolated. He was working on 

things that very few people around him could in any way respond to. One of the 

functions I perform is to try to get this information out to people who can respond to 

it, and give the person who is very isolated some feedback. Because anyone who 

works alone for a long time, and doesn't get any feedback, really gets out on a limb. 

Particularly if his ideas are new, and especially if the ideas are in areas like physics 

and consciousness. These are two words which --even though Hazel is talking about 

writing the observer back into the equation -- have not been coupled together in any 

way until very recently . 

. Tom has two types of work. One type consists of the papers that he does, 

and I dis tribu te these papers to a number of people in this room. The other type of 

work that he does are freestreams • . 

Now the free streaming started after Tom and I had our first interaction, which 

I found to be very interesting. Tom sits at a typewriter, and infonnation comes out. 

He brings this information out in a very clear or released state, or state of ki, or 

state of wu wei -- there are many ways of describing this particular state of 

consciousness. What I found to be particularly interesting is that often information 
• 

would come out for me, f0r Andrija Puharich, or for Jack Sarfatti, so that Tom to 

a certain extent was seemingly part of a group mind linkage. These papers are called 

"Freestreams" and I hope that in about six or eight months, with the help of some of 

the people in this room, we are going to have those edited and published. They are 
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iK'purutu [roils ehe moru conventional paper;; that Tom has boon circulating. 

I'm extremely excited about Tom'u ideas and I've spent an enormous amount of 

tiino promoting them, mainly — and I say this for the benefit of everyone in the more 

conventional areas of physics — because I think there is a crisis in physics, as there 

is a crisis in economics, and in almost every other disciplin3 I'm looking at.   Not 

because I think that Tom's ideas are right per se .   I've written letters to major 

physicists saying this, that "You are in a predicament right now;   why not look at some 

unusual ideas, not because these ideas are quote right unquote, but because they may 

give you the clue to the next step we have to take."  And I feel very strongly about 

Tom's ideas in this light, because I think he is moving into areas that within the next 

ten years will become the most Important that we can look at in the physical sciences. 

Tom and I have become close as a result of this process.   I found the beginning 

of this process very interesting because I've worked with a lot of people who have 

brought down information, and -— I think Tom's going to say a little bit about this, 

before he gets into the ideas — I know the problem he expeäenced in dealing with 

the reception of information in an unconventional way. 

Every time I would get one of these freestreams in the mail, my response was to 

read it and get chills, because of the nature of the information, and my next response 

after that was to pick up the phone and call Tom.   Having had six or seven years working 

with Andrlja Puhadch, I know how difficult it is.   We are all, I think, in a very strange 

space right now, where we seem to be bombarded with ideas that are coming from 

pJaces that we don't understand — I don't want to name those places, I don't want to 

talk about them, I don't want to prejudice people! 

It's a very difficult situation,   I read, I guess, four or five hundred pages of this 

material every week, and I decide among 25 0 people who are on my mailing list who 

should got what.   So I process an enormous amount of material and, as Chris Bird and 

vi. 



I have bei3 n discL•ssing, it is r .a lly beginning to pa y off. For example, we've just 

had a book that will be publi s hed in Russia, that was originally published in France. 

We've had trouble getting it published in this country, but we know that as soon as 

it's published in Russian, it will quickly be translated into English. Tom Bearden, in 

this particular case, has be ?on asked to do the afterword, and it's interesting that 

someone who was a Lieutenant Colonel in the U.S. Army will be doing an afterword 

to a book that is published by the State in Russia. That is the kind of thing we're 

running into more and more. 

So there is this growing network of people. I'm to the point now where I think 

that within six months I can say goodby to the network. I think the work will have 

advanced to the stage where it Will be published in more conventional forums I and 

that means that my work Will be over, and I can move on to something else. I'm 

really beginning to get that feeling. I'm in the process now of doing an article for a 

magazine which I hope will announce some of this, and then I'm sure people are going 

to be picking up on it all over the place. It's basically physics and consciousness -

as Hazel said so well, reading the observer back into the equation, because. I think 

that's the problem. Because it gets us into the questions of purpose, and attention, 

and values, and these are problems that I don't think anyone can neglect. 

And so here is Torn Bearden • 

• 
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Tom Board an 

Thank you very much. 

The first thing I want to say is that I appreciate all of you coming here tonight. 

It makes mo feel exceedingly flattered, and also exceedingly apprehensive, because 

some of the best physicists and paraphysicists in the world are sitting in this room. 

I want to first say a few words about the things I try to do, and eliminate any 

idea that there is some mystic power involved or something like that.   I worked very 

hard for quite a few years in Aikido:  in fact, I am a third degree black belt and I still 

teach regular classes in the art.   Aikido is a very unusual discipline of self-defense. 

In Aikido, there is no time to think when violently attacked by a skilled attacker.   The 

unconscious portion of the body must learn to react immediately.   If one works hard 

enough at that — and -nost people do not, because it takes about six times a week 

practice to do what I am now talking about — then one gets into a very unusual type 

of sensory perception.   For example, during that period of intense practice, my body 

senses reached out about 35 or 40 feet from my body, and if you scratched your head, 

I could feel it at that distance.   I do not have that kind of alertness now because I've 

gotten a bit older, and r. broken back has taken a bit of the steam out, and I do not 

work nearly that hard anymore.   Particularly, I do not do any falls myself.   But I did 

become a student of perception during this time, because to attain that kind of 

perception it was not possible to do it with the conscious mind.   What we normally do 

not realize is that the unconscious mind is perfectly capable of thinking, about anything 

you normally think about, and about many things you do not think about.   And it can 

think much faster than the conscious mind, and it can react much faster.   Really good 

self-defense depends upon that factor.   Until reactions are totally automatic, one has 

no real defense against a skilled attacker. 

Before meeting Ira, I   had been having intuitive flashes and I had been pondering 

1. 
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various matters for a long period of time.   After meeting Ira, for some reason I sat down 

one day and I decided to try on the typewriter the same type of system of uncensored, 

released perception that I used in Aikido.   All in the world I'm talking about is the same 

state you get into when you just stare off into outer space and simply lose yourself In a 

muse or brown study,  so to speak.   There are no good words to describe it.   What you 

really do is release the tight structuring of the conscious mind, just let go, and allow 

the unconscious to work on the problem.   It is not a weird state at all;   everybody does it. 

We call it, quote, creative thinking, unquote when it's done that way, coming    up from 

within with new ideas, etc.   To my surprise, the process seemed to work immediately, 

perhaps because of my long training in Aikido. 

Now the process has a direct indicator — it's nice to have a metering device 

to tell when one is doing this type of thing right, or if one is only thinking or imagining 

things.   When you are at the typewriter, if you think with your conscious mind, you 

impress memory.   There is a memory register which holds memory, and you impress that 

thing if you think, so you can remember what you thought.   Actually there are two of 

these memory registers — one holds the perceived thought for about 15 seconds, while 

the other holds it for a moderate period of from several minutes to several hours.   This 

impressing of the memory registers is an unconscious habit you have created and used 

all your life;   that is the way your mind works.   If you do this uncensored   and 

unstructured perception process I'm talking about, you do not activate the second 

memory register, and so you can tell exactly if you are doing it, because a thought 

comes through, and it fades immediately, almost as soon as it goes through.   How 

fast do you forget a dream when you   wake in the morning, a        normal dream?   Within 

about 15 seconds, according to laboratory data.   So in the process I'm talking about, 

long term memory is not hit, and one loses the entire thing in about 15 seconds. 

The other characteristic of this type of musing is that several different channels 



usually gut going dt onco, with onormous amounts of information going through, but 

I can only track and typo part of one of theso, and all the rest are lost. 

And other than that, there is nothing weird or mysterious about it.   Specifically, 

It is not mediumistic at all.   I am not a medium.   I do not do this in any sort  of trance. 

It is not psychic, whatever that means.   It is not possession, or any other kind of 

weird state you might name.   It is just a perfectly ordinary, relaxed, loose state. 

I call that state released    because we do not have a good English name for it.   And I 

call the uncensored, raw information and material that emerges a free stream. 

,    I wanted to set the stage, because I want to make it very clear that I am not 

a medium and I do not have mediumistic messages for anyone. 

I do, however, deliberately go much deeper into the unconscious than most 

persons habitually do, and I allow that deep unconscious to use the typewriter directly, 

while my conscious mind remains passively alert in a noninterfering manner. 

The other thing I want to make very clear is that I am not a physicist.   I have 

a master of science degree in nuclear engineering, and I am not even a practicing nuclear 

engineer.   I am in fact an air defense wargames analyst, a tactician, and an air defense 

strategist.   That is my specialty.   With that setting, I wanted to set forth my limitations 

in very precise order.   When listening to the things I say, one must be aware of those 

limitations.   And it also gives me a beautiful excuse for the type of language I use — 

some of the more involved language of physics I cannot use, because I am not familiar 

with it.   And for some of the things I am trying to say, there are no words.   So I will 

have to create a word, and then clarify what I mean when I say it. 

With those disclaimers, I would now like to turn    your attention to some very 

deep questions, without getting too far afield philosophically, because we want to 

deal with them, not just discuss them all night. 

First, I noticed some things.   One thing I noticed is that the schism that DesCartes 
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set "p between moiitil phonornena «.mi physical phonomonn Is totally incorrect.   Let me 

try to immediately convince you of that with some arm-waving.   Physical phenomena 

contain or occupy the time dimension;   that is certainly an objective dimension, because 

you don't have any objective physics left if you don't have time.   So whatever this 

physical world of physical phenomena Is, It must contain or have or occupy time.   Now 

that same objective time dimension Is also shared and occupied simultaneously by the 

mind.   I.e.,   mental phenomena are happening at the same time as physical phenomena. 

But If the mind has or contains or occupies one single objective dimension, then the 

mind must be accepted as objective.    That means that DesCartes was wrong, and In 

fact I ought to be able to find. If I am clever enough, a scheme whereby the obser/er — 

which name Is itself just a clever disguise for mind, you see — can be included In 

the same equations that one tries to use to describe what it is that he is observing.   So 

at this point it becomes a challenge, not really to one's cleverness, but to how 

vigorously one turns over all the conceptual rocks and looks for something frantically 

wriggling underneath one of them.   That Is the approach — to simply stumble along and 

kick over all the sacrosanct concepts until we find something. 

Let us start with logic. 

First, one does not have a thought per se, one really has a "perceived thought." 

There is a perception operation involved when one thinks.   There is no Independent 

existence to physical phenomena either;   there is a perception operation involved when 

one perceives or observes physical phenomena.   So if I take a process viewpoint,   I 

can consider this perception operation as a process having input and output, and I 

shall speak of it in that kind of terminology.   If It is a process, I notice also that it 

is finite.   I normally do not see infinite things.   E.g.,   I normally do not count all the 

numbers in an infinite series from zero to the end, and reach infinity.   I normally see 

only finite things.   So perception is a finite process.   That means it takes a finite 

4 
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piece of time for it to occur.   So at this point WG havu Q finito lime criterion that wo 

can Insist ba imposed upon either a perceived thought or a perceived physical phenomenon. 

And with that, I insist that we impose that criterion back upon logic itself. 

The three axioms, or main laws, of logic date from Aristotle.   I write them in 

this form:   (WRITE) 

A  =   A law of identity   (which it is not) 

A £  A law of contradiction, 

ard A V  A law of the excluded middle, 

and with that, Aristotlean logic ceases. 

These three laws are increasingly called axioms ,   and all the rest of the 

underived "laws" or fundamental assumptions are considered to be postulates.   There 

is really no difference between postulate and axiom — they are both stated, rather 

than being derived — except that an axiom is considered to be the most fundamental 

statement and the most general, and thus the three absolute foundations of logic are 

also taken as the axioms for everything.   Any other general, underived fundamental 

statements which set up the requirements and contents of a specific branch of logic 

or a specific logical science are called postulates.   So in relativlstlc physics, e.g., 

one expects to find Einstein's postulates rather than Einstein's axioms.    Nonetheless, 

all our science and all our mathematics and Indeed all our logic is founded upon 

Aristotle's three axioms of logical thought.   So if we make any change to those three 

laws of logic, then we change the entire present paradigm of logical thought. Including 

all logic, science, and mathervatlcs. 

If we now have problems in describing everything logically from those three 

laws — i.e., If we find some things or phenomena In the world that will not fit our 

present 3-law logic system — then perhaps one approach might be to build a new logic. 

And indeed hosts of formidable paradoxes that defy 3-law solution seem to exist   in both 
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physics and metaphysics.   Many logicians,       foundations sciontists, and philosophers 

have tacklad these paradoxes and unresolved logical difficulties, but to date no ono 

has succeeded in building a really successful now logic that unites physics and 

metaphysics and solves the paradoxes. 

But that is the approach we are going to take:   We are going to try to find a 

new logic.   So I want to challenge this Aristotlean system of three axioms, and I 

want to use as my basis for challenge all the arm-waving I did about perception being 

a process, whether it's mental perception or physical detection. 

We will insist that either mental perception or physical detection requires a 

finite amount of time in which to occur.  We will, therefore, from the process output 

viewpoint, insist that there is no such thing as A per se, but that   rather there is a 

perceived A    where A is the output of the perception process.   I will Insist that there 

Is no such thing as not-A, but that rather there Is a perceived not-A where not-A Is 

the output of the perception process.   Further, I'm going to use a symbol to represent 

this:   a little square box like this.   (DRAW) 

D 
The little square box Is an abbreviation for the fact that perception ha.i occurred, and 

anything I write Inside the box represents the output of that perception operation.    So 

a little box around  x    (DRAW) 

moans that x has been outputted by the perception process. 

I can speak of the little box either as mental perception and describe thought, 

or I can speak of it as physical detection and describe an instrumentation system that 

does detection and measurement.   Now all we do is simply start writing little boxes 

around the objects that are to represent perception or detection outputs.   Also, since 
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Ouch little box roqulrer. ü Linito tiiao to occur, I must bo very carolul to keep up with the 

individual little pieces of time,   At's.   Since I get somewhat tired of writing little   At's, 

I will just write the number of each one and the   Z\ t  will be understood. 

So applying this to the first law, we have   (WRITE) 

and we see immediately that that thing is in fact the law of linear repetition.   Do it 

as many more times as you wish — three, four, five, six — and you keep getting A 

as the perception output.   Note also that this law requires a mind and a memory operation. 

I.e.,   it requires the comparison of A^  with A2 in another time,  At3,   where it Is 

ascertained that Aj and A2   have no difference.   The identity sign In the logic 

statement implicitly assumes the operation  (WRITE) 

A ^ -A 2 0 
We will see that this actually invoices a new law of logic, which is where the observer 

and memory have been hidden all along.  But we will come to that shortly. 

So the first law actually is the law of linear repetition, because what I am 

calling identity here is between two different time Intervals.   The first little delta t 

is different from the second little delta t, etc.   The first law says that, when I go 

fishing In time slice one, I catch a yellow fish, and when I go fishing In time slice 

two, I catch a yellow fish.   But the fact of Identity or sameness has to be derived 

from a separate operation not explicitly stated In the first law, but assumed In it 

Implicitly. 

Now without getting into all the hangups the philosopher tends to get into, I'm 

going to make a very simple statement:  There is no knowledge without memory. 

Knowledge is totally a memory process, as in fact Is having a "measurement" or 
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comparison existing In your knowledge.   Knowledge, you see, Is involved in the 

concept of the observer, so v;e must get at the concept of knowledge as well.   But 

wo are just going to hit it and go;   we are not going to get boggod down In that 

boundless gulf in hierarchies of complicated linguistics.   Knowledge depends totally 

on a memory process being invoked.   If you want to prove something, you have to go 

took and check it, and that is a memory operation — seeing what happened when you 

did it the first time.   As we saw from the first law, this memory operation has usually 

been unconsciously and implicitly assumed.   But we must pay careful attention to what 

actually happens in the mental perception process, and so we must not assume that 

memory and knowledge are automatically invoked. 

Now take the second law and apply the same little boxes, and we have (DRAW) 

i*\Jj 
and it says I went fishing in time slice one and I caught a yellow fish, and I went 

fishing in time two and caught a blue fish.   That is no problem;   it is perfectly possible, 

because there are all kinds of fish out there where I'm fishing.   So this law is simply 

the law of nonlinear repetition.   However, notice again that the fact that Aj  actually 

differs from   A2   requires another operation to establish that fact, and it requires 

a memory operation as well.   Here the nonidentity symbol contains the implied 

assumption that that operation has occurred — i.e.,   that   (WRITE) 

IA A -A 2 r* H  1 
3        where B3 ^ 0 

A 

Then we go to the third law and apply the little boxes, and we have   (WRITE) 

A iV A] 
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and it says, I go fishing in time one and I catch a yellow fish, QL I go fishing in tim e 

two and I catch a blue fish. Again, J don't have too much of a hangup with this, 

except that now I notice a most remarkable thing: this law says I can only catch one 

fish at a time! And in fact, if I look back now to the first two laws, I see that, yes, 

that is true, for that is all I've been doing, catching one fish at a time. · The identity 

or nonidentity symbol in each case concealed an implied additional memory operation. 

For the first law, I catch a yellow fish in time one and I catch a yellow fish 

in time two, which I can only tell was a yellow fish by comparing it in time three to 

what was the yellow fish in time one. For the second law, I catch a yellow fish in 

time one and I catch a blue fish in time two, which I can tell was not a yellow fish 

only by comparing it in time three to what was a yellow fish in time one. 

So the third law of logic is actually the law of monoculartty: only one thlng at 

a time is perceived or detected or measured or changed. And that is the basis for 

our observed world of discrete change: only discrete changes can be detected in mental 

perception because that is the absolute nature of the thought perception process itself, 

according to Aristotle's third law of logical thought. 

So now we are ready to challenge this 3-law system of logic and change it. 

We d~ this by a gedanken experiment. First, suppose that in time three I am able to 

gather up what was A in time one, and what was not-A in time two, and shove them 

both through the detection process simultaneously. As we saw, that is in fact precisely 

the thing that was assumed in the first and second laws when one wrote the identity sign 

and the nonidentity sign respectively. 

Applying the third law, I can see just one single thing, so I can label the output 

in time three as B, where (WRITE) 

I W1"rnz Ia ~ 0a 
9. 



But notice that , although what was AI and not-A2 are both in the output, neither is 

there exclusively , and the third law requires then that all distinction between AI and 

not-A2 has been lost in time three. I. e., only one-thing can be outputted in time 

three, and therefore AI and not-A2 have been merged into a single one-thing, with 

all distinction between them being lost. Thus there is a one-thing output instead of 

a two-thing output. 

But the loss of all distinction between two entities is the precise definition of 

identity. To distinguish is to differentiate, and if one does not even separate, there 

is no differentiation or distinguishing. 

So the way to write this is to write a totally new law of logic, and to write it 

in this fashion: (WRITE) 

~r--~-A-l_:_[K_J_A_2"""'-~13 

Or better yet, now just understand the little boxes and the little At's, and write (WRITE) 

What this new law says is that, in time three, what was A in time one is no longer 

separated or distinguished from what was not-A in time two, insofar as this monocular 

operation that I have imposed in time three is concem~d. It also explicitly states 

the time three memory operation implied by the identity symbol, hence we now have 

the observer's mind and memory properly accounted for. So here we are reall~ dealing 

with the observer and what he perceives. Tlus I claim is a fourth law of logic. 

Specifically, it is the law of the boundary. In fact, I claim that this law is what 

makes or defines a boundary. It ends the exclusive output of one thing A, begins 

the output of another thing not-A, but insists. that both A and not-A are simultaneously 

and nonexclusively present. And that in fact is exactly what a boundary is and dC?es. 



Al Uil:; point you miyht wonder If I can cjivo you some tsxamplos.   I most 

certainly hope to — examples which at present are recognized as    unsolved problems in 

foundations of physics and foundations of mathematics. 

E.g. ,   after considerable struggle, the foundations of mathematics fellows 

gave up on the following fundamental problem:   They first tried to define a line as a 

length, or as the presence of length.   Then they tried to define a point, an entity they 

kept having to deal with, as nonlength or as the absence of length.   Then they asked 

the question, how can a line be composed of points?   I.e.,   how can length be composed 

of nonlength?   How can the presence of length be composed of the absence of length? 

How can apples be composed of oranges?   By the first three laws of logic, lines cannot 

be composed of points, If points and lines are defined in terms of length and nonlength. 

However, someone forgot to tell lines and points that, and lines were perfectly happy 

to be composed of points.   One could clearly see that, since any number of points 

could continue to be found In a line.   Although In actuality each point so found In 

a line was found or perceived In a separate piece of time from the piece of time In 

which the line was found, but no one took cognizance of that fact.   Eventually, all the 

logicians and persons working In foundations of mathematics simply gave up trying to 

solve this problem.   None of them could find the answer.   And the reason they could 

not find It was because their logic system of three axioms did not contain the answer 

in It.   This new logic system, with the fourth law added, does have the answer 

contained In it.   So let me show you where It Is. 

To determine something, perceive something, you have to Invoke some kind of 

operation — punch a hole In a plane, cut a line, whatever.   To have a thing called a 

line, or called a length, such an operation — e.g., cutting a plane — must be invoked. 

To distinguish a point In the line, you have to invoke another operation yet again. 

And what we have said with the fourth law is that. If you have or invoke an operation 
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in ona time that gives n point as its output, and you have a slightly diflcrent operation 

which, when imposed in another time giver» a line as its output, then there is a third 
outputting 

operation   — which may be thought of as.the boundary   between a conceptual point 

and a conceptual lino — and this third operation cannot tell the difference between 

a very small line segment and a point, between length and nonlength, between 

presence of length and absence of length.   So to this boundary operation, lines can 

be made of points — lengths can be composed of nonlengths — because to it, line and 

point are indistinguishable ,   and become synonymous. 

For a more physical example: 

Take the surface of a cube In deep space.   Call the cube thing   , a three- 

dimensional concept.   Call the empty space around the cube nonthlng , meaning a 

three-d'mensional nonthlng or absence of thing.   If one is standing Inside the cube and 

looks at the boundary surface of the cube, one cannot find a single piece of that 

boundary surface that does not belong totally to the cube.   So one can very reasonably 

proclaim that by the first three laws of logic each piece of the boundary belongs totally 

to the cube, to thing.     But by the same token, If In a different operation one is 

standing outside the cube, one cannot find a single piece of that boundary surface that 

does not belong entirely to the space surrounding the cube.   So In this case, one can 

claim by the first three laws of logic that the boundary surface belongs totally to 

nonthlng.     Then in a third operation one can state that, by the first law of logic, each 

and every piece of the boundary surface Is identical to Itself, and of course one has 

just identified what was thing with what was nonthing.   Specifically, what was thing 

In perception time one and what was nonthing in perception time two have been 

identified, by all distinction and separation between them being removed, in time three. 

And all that one has really done is apply the fourth law of logic. 

As another example, the logicians all gave up on the simple problem posed by 
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the statement , "It is true thut this sta tement is false ." Most of them took the view tha t 

the statement has no meaning. Now of course it has meaning! It makes perfectly good 

sense from a structural English standpoint. One has a little trouble getting his head 

ahold of its meaning, though, as the Cajun says! But it is a perfectly legitimate 

English statement, and it is simply a fourth-law boundary statement. Two opposites 

identified together at the same time. I.e., what are appositive in times one and two 

are not necessarily appositive in time three. So the sentence is just one statement 

that obeys the fourth law of logic. 

But does such a thing have any meaning in physics? Of course. E.g., is an 

electron two dimensional or three dimensional? I.e., is 1t a wave or a corpuscle? 

Now I can arm-wave all night , and say that "I can slap it with one particular kind of 

bat, and it will be two-dimensional; it wUl be a wave. Or I can slap 1t with a 

different kind of bat and it wUl be happy to be three-dimensional, a thing, an object, 

a corpuscle ... But what is it before one slaps it with one of those exclusive batting 

operations? It is both of them at once, but neither one exclusively. It is described 

.by the fourth law of logic. But it is unobserved and unobservable in that dual-state 

r::on<!ttion, because observation or perception is monocular and can -:>nly output 

or detect monocular 1 singular things. 

Now I point out that one of the dreams of many logicians has been to form a 

:netalogic that closes logic into a closed system that encompasses everything in the 

universe. Many have tried to achieve this 1 and all of them have faUed. But now let 

us do a little 'sposing here, like a Cajun sort of. The first three laws of logic are 

known to form an open system. So let us think very crudely. If each of those laws is 

regarded as a sort of operational critter -- and I claim that there is one or more implied 

operations with each of them -- then they are sorta like little vectorial things. And you 

nA,"Ar going to have a closed vectorial system unless, for each and every vectorial, 



you have Us opposite voctorlal in thorci with it,   Unless you have the negaUva of 

every positive, you are not going to have a closed system.   So If you want to have a 

mutalogic that forrns a closed system with the first three laws, and gathers in all the 

areas not included by the first three laws, obviously you have to have the negative of 

each of the first three laws in there.   But this fourth law of logic is_  the negative of 

each of the other three laws!   Does it negate the first one, A is identical to A?   Surely. 

A is identical to not-A.   Does it negate the second law, A cannot be identical to not-A? 

Surely.   For it states that A can be (and is!) identical to not-A.   Does it negate the 

third law, A or not-A?   Yes, because you have both of them,       A and not-A, in there 

simultaneously.    So the fourth law contains and is the negation of each of the other 

three laws.   And that makes it a magic fourth law indeed, because it closes logic into 

a fully closed system, and it contains all things which negate or contradict either or 

all of the first three laws! I.e.,   an application of that law should be capable of 

resolving any and all of our presently known paradoxes, because each such paradox 

is simply a contradiction or negation of one or more of the first three laws, and hence 

is contained in or resolved by the fourth law. 

It also explains the particle/wave controversy, which is only avoided by the 

principle of complementarity.   Before a monocular perception operation, the two — 

corpuscle and wave — are not exclusively separated, and there is no distinction or 

distinguishing between the two.   If you reach in and pull one out, that represents a 

determination, a separation, a differentiation.   So when you do that, you have one 

or the other, because you no longer apply the fourth law, you apply the other three. 

But before you make that monocular separation, you have both entities, identified and 

unseparated, and that is the fourth law of logic. 

But it is even more fundamental than that in physics.   You use it every day and 

don't realize it. 

...JaUa^.,...^.^;^/..V.....:.,   .,   . 
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For oxarnplc, in probability. 

One doesn't have much physics left without probability. 

But what after all is probability?   The foundations of mathematics fellows have 

never succeeded in answering that question either, to their satisfaction — they are in 

fact still squabbling over its answer.   If you read the definitions presently advanced, 

you will find they essentially say, "Probability is probability, every fool knows that!" 

Let me use a very simple example to get at the answer to that question.   Let 

us use the face of a die turned up.   Now one can only think by operationalism.   To 

operate and output something is to automatically put it in the past.   It's happened, 

it's gone,the moment you do it.   To perceive an object is to put it in the past.   To 

determine it is to put it in the past.   To observe it is to put it in the past.   There is no 

observed, perceived, detected, measured, or determined present.    That is, there is 

no separated, exclusive, determined present such as Is specified by the first three 

laws of logic — the fourth law is the present, by the way — but in observational 

physics which deals with determined, observed past phenomena, there exists no 

present.   The future has not yet been observed, so it also is the unobserved.   Only 

the past therefore is the observed.   How then can one ever hope to model the unobserved 

present or the unobserved future?  It is the same question as, "How can lines be 

composed of points?" 

If I look at this little problem I'm discussing — the observed die with one face 

up — that is in the past.   When I see it, it is in the past.   When I think it, it is in the 

past.   So if all I can observe, think, or perceive is the die in the past, how can I ever 

model it in the future? 

It's very simple! 

If I drive any problem set to its absolute boundary limit, it turns into Its own 

opposite by the fourth law of logic, by the law of the boundary.   So how do I do that with 
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this problem of the die? 

The problem set  is specified by the condition "the perceived die with one face 

up";   that is the most recent past.     Now simply find all the most immediate pasts you 

can get to meet the condition specified, and gather them all up together, and they then 

must turn into and comprise precisely the opposite, the most immediate future.    In this 

problem set, I can find and collect six such pasts, each consisting of the perceived 

die with one face up.   So by the fourth law of logic those six "faces up" collected 

together as an ensemble represent the future and in fact are identical to the future. 

The "present," which is simply the boundary between the most immediate past and the 

most immediate future, was specified by applying the fourth law of logic in the first 

place:   identity of most immediate past and most immediate future, being binocular, 

is unperceived, but it is the present nonetheless.   So that is what probability is — 

an application of the fourth law of logic, so that the most immediate future can be 

represented in terms of the most immediate past — and you have been using that ever 

since you have been doing mathematics and physics.   Without the fourth law of logic, 

there exists no rigorous logical basis for probability!   So apparently the fourth law 

is a very useful law indeed;   we have just failed to realize that we have been applying 

it all along. 

The fourth law is also particularly appealing because I can write such a crazy 

thing as      (WRITE) 

0   =00 

and really blow     everyone's mind, for any fool knows that is not true — but then 

try finding "zero point energy" — it's infinite! 

Try it, e.g. , in the Einstein spherical model of the cosmos.   In that model, 

start from any point in the universe, in Einstein's closed universe model, and go to the 

end of the universe in any direction, and you are at the same point you left from. 
16. 
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Einstein üaid that if you looked across the cosmos in a straight line in any direction, 

you are looking at the back of your own head.   So the most internal point in that model 

of the universe is also the most external point.   Each point in the universe has got the 

whole universe outside itself, and it has also got the whole universe inside itself as 

well!   And that blows the heck out of one's mind if it contains only the first three laws 

of logic!   It causes no embarrassment whatsoever if one's logic contains the fourth law. 

Or take a hologram — the physicist works with those every day! Look at the 

information in it. In a hypothetically perfect hologram, whatever you have in the whole 

thing, you have in any part you wish to cut out and examine. And you don't have any 

more and you don't have any less! Try it again — because you can't believe that, like 

the Cajun says — cut it again and the whole thing is still in there, In each piece. In 

no way can it be in there by the first three laws of logic. Because now the whole is not 

equal to the sum of the parts; rather, the whole is_each part. And two or more parts put 

together still only give the same as was contained in each part separately. 

Okay.   Now, using this kind of approach, it would be nice if one could find 

something that would turn physics head-to-tail, close it back upon itself, and gather in 

that observer, in one great all-encompassing model of reality.  And we are going to do 

that.   We are going to get the observer, his mind, his soul, god, life, the whole works 
I 

in there.   This is supposed to be, now, for if this new four-law system of logic encloses 

everything, it must do all those things.   Otherwise it's not closed around everything; 

it's open somewhere, and something, some of the beasts, got out.   But we are going 

to close the gate and get all those beasties in there. 

To do that, I have to have another weird concept.   I must realize that there is no 

such thing as detection of something external.   It doesn't exist.   A detector detects 

only an internal change to itself.   E.g.,   consider a triodo.  It only detects a change 

on its own internal grid;  it knows nothing at all about what happens in that external 
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circuit.   If its cjrid qots a change on it, thon the triodo is very happy to detect that. 

So all detection systems detect a change in their own intcrnality.   They have nothing 

whatsoever to say about an external universe or an external change or an external 

reality.   All tha": sort of interpretation is pure assumption.   And here I quote Henry 

Margenau, editor of Foundations of Physics ,   and Robert Bruce Lindsay, member of the 

editorial board of the same journal.   Margenau and Lindsay, in their book, Foundations 

of Physics,   state that "Physics has nothing to say about a possible real world lying 

behind experience."   So when we rigorously examine the idea of an external reality, 
not 

uo idea will simply^stand up, and foundations physicists are well aware of that. 

So I can look at a perceiving system, a detecting system, observing system, 

instrumentation system, measuring system, — whatever I wish to call the fundamental 

perception system — and I can very crudely say, okay I    It has one part in it that 

changes, and it has another part that does not change, or at least it doesn't change 

very much, and I can call that a   detecting system.      Specifically, it is a macroscopic 

detecting system if it has one part which does not appreciably change , when detection 

occurs. 

So now let us invoke a process I started doing long before I realized it had a 

name — it's called the "method of elementary abstraction,"  and what one does is, one 

regards a concept as a kind of ore, then takes a pick to it and picks it apart and 

examines all the other concepts it contains.   One throws out everything then, all the 

picked out parts, except the single most fundamental idea or characteristic that the 

ore holds.   That remaining idea is then the pure gold, and the rest of that stuff was 

the dross. 

So let us challenge this idea of a "detecting system" with the elementary 

abstraction approach, and let us throw out everything in there except the    most 

fundamental thing it contains.   To do that, let's start physically   shrinking this 
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"macroscopic detection .system" and get it an small as possible. 

Now  if I get it so small that, for any part of it to change, the entire thing has 

to change, then I cannot get it any smaller, because all I have left is just the single 

part that changes, and that part must still change in any detection, else no detection 

would occur. 

So I'm going to stop right there, at that point, and I am going to name that beast, 

because it looks very unusual.   That is really a wiggly fish.   I'm going to call that a 

perceptron.    And I'm also going to claim that we have just defined a "fundamental 

particle," such as an electron, a proton, etc.   It cannot get any smaller, because any 

change to it is a change to the whole thing, by definition.   That is what one really 

means when one speaks of a "fundamental particle."  You can't change one side of it 

without the other side also being Involved.   If the fundamental 3-D particle had any 

3-D subparts, I could think of one of them as changing and the other or others not 

changing, and so the particle would not be "fundamental."   I can  think of it as having 

subparts of a different dimensionality — such as 2-D waves — but that is another 

matter which we will not cover here. 

And since I have thrown away the chief macroscopic characteristic — I.e.,   that 

the detecting system had one part which did not change — then the system is no longer 

macroscopic, but I now call it microscopic. 

Now with the perceptron, one has something magical.   Because for the perceptron, 

to detect Is to change, and to change Is to detect.   Change and detection become 

synonymous,   I. J. ,   external change and Internal detection become synonymous.   And 

thus I have just invoked the fourth law of logic:   the perceptron is the boundary   between 

the observer and the observed, the subjective and the objective, the internal and the 

external.   The opposites have been Identified in each of those pairs of concepts.   That 

is the use of the fourth law of logic, and that ought to allow me to close all these 
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things such a« physics, met^pftystcs, mu'lor,        fields, utc. into ono overall system, 

because the perceptron model is a boundary statement.   It states its own opposite. 

Everything one can think of as "external" is a set of internal changes.   Anything one 

thinks of as a set of internal changes also comprises detection of external phenomena. 

In fact, the perceptron itself is nothing but a set of changes — and these internal 

changes also define what is referred to as the observed or detected external world. 

The perceptron concept defines the fundamental microscopic observer or microscopic 

detection system. 

Now wouldn't it be nice if one could write a transfer function for the perceptron? 

Because what does the perceptron perceive?   I.e.,   what is its output?   That is what 

one calls physical phenomena — when all the outputs are collected, clickety^lickety, 

clickety, click!   I.e.,   when they are collected in a memory system ,   which is the 

requirement that establishes the macroscopic detection system.   I.e.,   the memory 

requirement can only be met by some part of the overall detection system that does not 

necessarily change from detection to detection.   Thus the very concepts of observer 

and observed phenomena    and physical reality   and the separate existence of an 

external reality   require a macroscopic detection system having one part which does 

not change in the detection process and hence can be used as a memory or storage 

facility.    It is also not accidental that causality — which at its essence is merely 

time-ordering of detections — must disappear at the quantum level, which is where 

one tries to describe the microscopic detection system or perceptron.   Causality — 

time-ordering — is totally a memory process, and the perceptron — i.e. the quantum 

detection system — has no memory.    It also follows that the statistical model of 

quantum mechanics is itself a macroscopic concept — for again one does not have 

statistics without memory.   The microscopic world, if one insists on using that term 

at all, consists entirely of the fourth law and is totally holographic.   It is unperceivable 
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in the ordinary macroscopic sonso. 

But tills sort of quandary presents no particulai problem from the viewpoint of 

the fourth law of logic and the perceptron concept.   But in conv/entional terminology, 

the problem can be summarized as follows:  When I collect all the output clicks of 

the perceptron, that enseirble is what I call "physical phenomena."   But then what in 

the world went into the perceptron process as input?   Because the word output is 

merely a statement that perception has occurred, while the word input is merely a 

statement that perception has not occurred.     But if the perception process has never 

occurred for the input side, then the input is by definition unperceived, or unperceivable. 

So how can one determine what the input is, when no determination is possible? 

It is very simple!   If I can collect all   the clicks, they are going to turn Into 

the uncllcks,   the opposite, by the fourth law of logic.   So that "totality of perceived 

or perceivable realities" will automatically constitute and model unperceived   and 

unperceivable reality. 

You see, there Is no longer any problem with modeling the unperceived!  All one 

has to do Is correctly model the entire perceived, and one is there.  At the boundary. 

It turns Into Its own opposite, and the perceived and unperceived are identical. 

And it turns out that one can do that — because one can write a transfer function 

for the operation of the perceptron, I.e.,   for the operation of perception Itself.   But 

let me be a little more precise. 

Here Is one statement of the minimum amount of change or detection that can occur. 

i 

(WKTTE) 

.dA h/lK 

The world, you see. Is dimenslonally built out of something called action., whose 

dimensions are     ML2/T .   It Is not built out of mass, or energy, or time, or length; 

it is built out of action.   On'y one never measures action itself;  all one measures Is 
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a derivative   of action.   The time rate of change of action Is energy, e.g., and the 

length rate of change of action is momentum.   It is action which is processed and 

changes, but it is a derivative of action which is detected or measured. 

So now let us accent something well known in physics:   Only changes are perceived 

In our perceptron model, that is not at all surprising, for the perceptron simply consists 

of its own outputs, its own changes.   And so only another change can be added to its 

internal constitution, hence outputted, or detected. 

But suppose you had a little black box which contained a perceptron, but you 

did not know that.   Suppose I informed you that the gadget in the box never sees an 

entity, a characteristic, or whatever;   instead, it only sees changes   in an entity, a 

characteristic, etc.   Then if I asked you what kind of gadget you would call that, you 

would quickly reply that that gadget was simply a differentiator. 

Then I would say, "That's fine!   That means, then, that to perceive is to 

differentiate, because I've got the basic perceiver in the box."  And you would say, 

"Of course!   Differentiation after all is just separation, and that's what the perceptron 

is doing, it separates that which It outputs, by the third law of logic."   And I would 

say, "Yes, that makes good sense!" 

But mathematically the perceptron output is in fact a time   derivative.   Now 

why is it a time derivative? 

The perceptron Is a fundamental particle, a mass.   Now what is the single most 

3 
fundamental conceptual nugget in the Idea of mass?   Simply L .   The mass must occupy 

space, so It must be three-dimensional.   If something does not occupy three spatial 

dimensions, it Is not mass. 

By the fourth law of logic, a thing can only do that which it Is,   and It can only 

be that which it does.   So a thing can only measure or detect that which It Is or has. 

That which has or is length — such as a ruler or a string — can be used to measure, 
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dotuct, or comparo length.   Area, e.g. , may bo inferred or computed, but only length 

is measured or detected by the ruler. 

A mass is thus a special kind of ruler, whether viewed as a measuring system, 

a detecting system, or a perceptron.   So a mass can only detect that which it is or 

has — three spatial dimensions. 

But if one believes in the Mlnkowskian geometry of special relativity, the 

world is built out of L3T.   It is not built out of just L3.   However, try as I can, I 

cannot look at or detect time.    I look here, there, everywhere — 1 see three L's, but 

I'll be a sonofagun if I can see that fourth dimension, time.   The reason I do not see it 

is quite simple.   My mass system — each particle of this thing that makes up my 

entire physical body system — is a time differentiator, and it Invokes the operation 

of time differentiation on Minkcwskian 4-space input and it throws away the T in 

the process, outputting L  ,   So I go around perceiving or detecting or observing in 

three spatial dimensions because the gadgetry I'm looking or perceiving with is a 

time differentiating system.   So I lose any direct perception of time. 

But what else did I lose when I lost time?  I lost the only dimension, time , 

that my mind occupies in common with the physical universe!   So I lost any direct 

perception of my mind also,   I look around for my mind, and I can't find it.  I look 

here, there, everywhere, but I can't see it.   No wonder!   In looking, I threw away 

where it was;  I threw away the plate it was sitting on. 

I did not say that accidentally, because we are going to get it back before we 

are finished. 

Okay.   This perceptron idea then ought to have some practical application. 

I must realize, however, that to perceive is to differentiate; perception is 

a differentiating operation. Specifically, to differentiate is to separate, and what 

I really separate is an action quantum.   What I really do Is go around separating 
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ix\\, does one writo the equation for quantized change?   In terms of delta E delta t. 

Or delta p delta L.   One writes the product of two associated little delta quantities. 

And that describes an action-separating or action-fissioning process.   And then we 

meet canonical variables, and what we are really talking about is how we separate or 

split that action quantum into two pieces.   But we can only measure, detect, observe, 

or perceive one piece because perception and detection are monocular.   I.e.,   in 

a differentiating process, one must differentiate with respect to one of the variables, 

and that splits that particular variable out of the action atom and loses it, leaving the 

other variable.   So that is why two variables are canonically tied together.   If I separate 

an action quantum into delta E and delta t, for example, and I have a monocular 

perception process — only one thing at a time is perceived or outputted — and if I 

output the delta E, that is all I see.   I lost all the delta t, because the perceptron 

can only output one thing at a time, by the third law of logic.   So where did the lost 

variable go?   It got out of the perception box, so to speak. 

If I perceive, measure, or detect the delta t# I lost all the delta E.   If I get 

part of the delta E and part of the delta t in one conglomerate output, then I lose part 

of both delta E and delta t.   Whatever I lose is what I do not perceive.   Therefore it 

is what I am uncertain of.    And that of course leads to the Heisenberg uncertainty 

principle — that is all the principle says! 

Now take the uncertainty principle, and put it into plain English, and you 

have "It is absolutely certain that everything is uncertain."   That itself is just a 

boundary statement, a statement of the fourth law of logic, and of  the monocularity 

of the perception process.   That is what it is.   That is why it has such boundary 

power and bounds all observed phenomena.   It provides the absolute limit, or boundary, 

for everything observed or perceived, for perception itself. 

Okay.   I can see, then, L3  and I go around thinking of a Cartesian frame, 

thinking of three-dimensional spatial objects because I time-differentiated 
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füur-dimonsional spacctime objoctü.   I slicu the 4-space world in two, into a 3-spaco 

JUCQ, every time I perceive, every time my clicker goes "Click!", every   time  an 

output comes out of the porcoptron gadget.   That is what the perceptron does. 

But now, if I really believe the fourth law of logic, then I believe that I can 

take two opposites — any two opposites — and I can turn one into the other.   And 

heretofore, it has been rather commonly accepted that mind and matter are totally 

separated opposites.   And that is not exclusively true.   I can identify the two.   And 

therefore I ought to be able to represent the mind as precisely and as exactly as 

anything else in physics.   The only thing is, I must close all the physics — I must get it 

all, to reach the boundary where physics and metaphysics are synonymous.   So one 

way to approach the problem is to "gather in whole worlds" — i.e.,   to look at ways 

to gather in or close the entire cosmos. 

So let us go back again to the Einstein spherical model of the closed cosmos. 

When I close the universe of three dimensional space, I get everything closed in 

there — all the matter, the space, the observers, the minds, the beings, the memories, 

the entire ensemble.  I thought first in terms of a point — well, I actually get the 

closure in the smallest operational entity, the perceptron itself.   So I actually get the 

closure in a fundamental particle, because that is the smallest 3-D piece, and that 

is what the perceptron is.   And the perceptron is where external and internal become 

synonymous, which is another way of referring to closure.   So a particle is an 

Einsteinian closure of space such that the whole universe is closed in there inside it. 

Name any wiggle in the outside one normally thinks of.   Is it in there?     Yes, it is 

lumped in there, because we closed all of it in.   Yes, the inside is the outside and the 

outside is the inside as well.   And inside and outside exhibit complementarity to a 

monocular perception process, by the third law of logic.   Monocular perception can see 

the inside or it can see the outside, but not both simultaneously.   Can this closure 
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detect the oxtornal?   Yes, because that is only to detect the Internal, it is already in 

there.   It just sorts out or separates one thing at a time;   it is all in there.   The 

separation is, or creates ,   the external.   The external, the separation, is indeed 

real;   but in one sense it is also a created illusion of the perception process itself. 

So the external physical world is a monocular differentiation series, while ultimate 

reality is an undifferentiated multiocular total-prosenae-of-all-at-once, hence 

total absence of any specific, exclusive one-thing. 

Does Mach's principle apply then?   Does the external determine the internal, 

the distant determine the local?  Yes, it does.   I may not be clever enough to find 

out exactly how, but it does.   The external is_ the internal, the distant is the local. 

And since by the fourth law a thing does that which it is, or causes what it is, or is 

what it causes, then the external causes the internal and vice versa;   the distant 

causes the local and vice versa; and Mach's principle rigorously applies. 

The only thing being detected is internal changes.   And action quanta are 

separated one at a time and differentiated or   fissioned, so that a single piece of time 

delta t is formed by the splitting, giving a discrete but not necessarily quantized 

structure of time, since the magnitude of the delta t   that is split out may vary. 

So now we have presented a challenge.   The challenge is to find how to 

represent the mind in terms of the physical universe, because it has got to be just as 

physical as the room and chair you are sitting in, and as your own foot.   If it isn't 

that physical, one has not found the mind.   And if it isn't that exact, one hasn't 

found it either. 

But I just mention that to tantalize you a bit.   Before we get into that, let us 

first do some other things;   let us summarize what we have done so far.   Every 
I 

fundamental particle of mass is a perceptron.   Every fundamental particle has got the 

entire external universe closed inside it.   The whole universe is thus a giant hologram. 
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You see, one can have throo-dimGnslonal holograms and four-dimonsloruil holograms 

just as one can have a two-dimcmsional hologram.   So the entire world is built as a 

single giant hologram. 

Now has any physicist every played with a concept that will fit that?   Of course! 

I did not know that when I started my own perceptron theory, but it was simply 

fantastic to run across it.   The physicist's name was Everett, and the work to which I 

am referring is called the many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics.     Everett 

was originally a student of Dr. John Wheeler at Princeton University, and for his PhD 

thesis he submitted the many-worlds interpretation of quantum physics. 

Everett noticed that the conventional interpretation of relativity, and in fact for 

all of physics, had a terrible limitation.   It was interpreted for only one single observer 

at a time.   In special relativity, e.g.,   one may compute how an event appears to one 

observer in the S frame, and then run over to the S-prime frame and see how it looks 

to one observer over there, but we only consider one observer at a time.   Now it is a 

simple matter for me to convince myself that you and I both exist at the same time, 

regardless of how you may be moving.   But if we do, then I assure you that physics is 

quite different indeed from what you studied in your university physics book!   So if 

you believe as simple a thing as the fact that we all exist simultaneously, then you 

must learn a new approach for physics, for the one you learned is incomplete and vastly 

limited. 

Everett considered the problem of multiple simultaneous  observers, and he 

worked out in detail what this did to physics.   And with that he provided a totally 

new interpretation of physics, and a startling new vision of greatly expanded physical 

reality.   And it is weird, too!   Because now one has multiple orthogonal worlds 

everywhere, of every type and description, no matter how wild or farfetched a world 

one envisions or conjures up.   Every possibility is concretely real and exists, no 
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matter hov/ strange.   But regardless of how odd the many-worlds Interpretation is, it 

is totally consistent with the entire experimental basis of physics.   That doesn't 

prove it in the conventional sense of course, but it says that not a single thing known 

out there disproves or contradicts it. 

And I noticed something rather remarkable about Everett's multiple worlds. 

Something that no one else seems to have noticed, or if he did, he was not foolhardy 

enough to advertise the fact! 

Of course I could first point out that considering multiple simultaneous observers 

considered multiocular perception.   Hence multiple worlds, which are in fact multiocular 

perception, are indicated.   Orthogonality is also indicated, since orthogonality is 

the basis for spatial separateness.   Everett's many-worlds interpretation is thus a 

result of his application of the fourth law of logic:   multiocular perception constituting 

that application. 

So everything I had been doing in perceptron theory could be fitted neatly 

onto Everett's theoretical framework, providing a theoretical structure for the concepts. 

But the most fantastic thing by far was that my required physical model for 

the mind emerged from the union. 

If I choose a very particular set of Everett's orthogonal worlds   (DRAW) 
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and here, since I cannot draw four dimensions, I will use one line to represent a 

3-dimensional space — this line down here (POINTS is one 3-D spatial frame.   Call 

that one S.   This next little line hero (POINT), which is also a 3-D spatial frame, is 

a whole orthogonal turn away from the first, in an infinite-dimensional space.   Call it 

S'.   The next 3-D space is another orthogonal turn and labelled S".   We have S'", 

S^v, etc. in similar manner.   So we have an infinite number of orthogonal 3-D spatial 

frames represented on this drawing. 

Now all these spatial frames are also specifically selected so that they all 

share In common the same time dimension, which we will draw with a single line and 

label T (POINT). 

Not very much to look at. 

But for instance:   The intersection of two spatial objects which are orthogonal 

to each other is one less than the dimensionality of the lowest dimensioned one. 

E.g.,   the intersection of two orthogonal lines — one-dimensional objects — is one 

less than one, or zero-dimensional, and that is a point.   I.e.,   that determines a point. 

If one has a one-dimensional line orthogonal to a two-dimensional plane, then the plane 

is two-dimensional, the line is one-dimensional, and, so taking one less than one, that's 

a zero-dimensional intersection, or again a point. 

And so the spatial intersection of two 3-D spaces one orthogonal turn apart is 

two-dimensional. 

So if I have a 3-D electron in the S frame, it is a 2-D photon in the S' frame. 

By the way, it is well known that velocity is just a measure of curvature of space. 

It is usually thought of as a measure of curvature in the direction of the time axis; 

however, it can also be a measure of the curvature in a fourth orthogonal length 

direction in infinite dimensional space.   You get the same projection effect as In the 
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first case, and one can show that mathematically.   And all that c, the speed of light in 

vacuum, is, is a right angle turn.   Or in other words, an orthogonal turn.   So if one is 

in the S frame, any   3-D object in the S' frame is moving at the speed c in the S frame. 

And it is two-dimensional in the S frame.   That's exactly what wo call a photon.    The 

reason it moves at the speed c is that all c is is the orthogonal turn in the first place. 

Velocity is merely the measure of spatial curvature;   specifically, of the amount of 

spatial rotation in the direction of another orthogonal spatial axis. 

Between S' and S" — i.e.,   between c and c^,   the velocity of an entity in that 

region is simply cvv in the S frame, and in the S frame that is what one calls a 

DeBroglie wave.   Yes, a DeBroglie wave is a real, solid, concrete particle !   Just 

like an electron.   But between one and two orthogonal turns away from the observer's 

frame. 

When turned totally to the S" frame, an electron becomes just a length, a 

one-dimensional entity, to the S frame.   One dimension is lost each time an orthogonal 

turn is made in a departing manner.   If it is turned an additional orthogonal turn past 

S", then it is in the S"' frame, and it has a point    intersection with the S frame.   It 

is zero-dimensional to the S observer spatially, but it still contains the same  T 

dimension. 

Now notice that the S observer's mass will time differentiate when it perceives, 

so it will extract and lose the T dimension.   So that observer's perception process will tell 

him that anything in S'" or higher is totally separate from him. 

But now I claim that all those frames S'" and higher — precisely meet 

the definition of what we all have been referring to as minds.    What one calls 

• "mental phenomena" are nothing in the world but perfectly real and ordinary objects 

moving in those higher frames.   A very startling concept indeed, but one that is very 

physical and very exact.  And we previously pointed out that that was one fundamental 
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requirement that must bo mot in modelliny the mind, accordinrj to the fourth law of logic. 

Now there are an infinite number of those higher orthoworlds.   And it can be 

shown mathematically that, when something moves in one of them, it crosstalks into 

the other frames a tiny bit — an incredibly tiny bit, it is true, but a finite amount 

nonetheless.   A little vector is induced in each of the others by an object moving in 

one frame. 

Thus Dr. E.P, Wigner's explicit assumption that consciousness reacts on the 

rest of the universe has a solid basis in this physical model of the mind.   Wigner has 

already shown that argument against this assumption can be reduced to the weak 

objection that it is unpleasant to imagine consciousness having a large effect on 

physical reality; i.e.,   on the S frame,   and he has proposed a kind of solipsism 

that would overcome even this objection.   In this physical model using a time-clustered 

series of orthogonal worlds, Wigner's arguments have a solid basis. 

Now if I take a set of phenomena in one of those higher orthoworlds (DRAW) 
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and if I taV.u a sot of phenomena, of what I call matter,   here in the laboratory S frame, 

and then if I get a nice one-to-one, two-way correlation crosstalk   between those 

two sets of phenomena, then the set in the S frame is a body ,   the sot in the higher 

frame is a mind , the two-way correspondence correlation is life  or spirit  , and we 

now have a model of a living biological system.    And from the standpoint of the S 

observer, the life portion represents the input from that higher mindframe. 

To be precise, I call the crosstalk from one frame to another, in that fashion, 

inception. 

Incept   is a word that has fallen into some disuse, but it is a beautiful and 

appropriate word.   It simply means initiate.   So to incept matter Is to induce or initiate 

change to it.   In a living system, that is what we call behavior — the inception of 

preferential change onto an otherwise nonpreferential or inert mass system. 

In fact, the old English use of the word "spirit"   used to be in the sense of 

"that which quickens or initiates, or incepts, behavior or movement in matter."   We 

still speak of a "spirited horse, " e.g.,   as one which is energetic and moves around 

a lot.   Spirit originally meant that which quickens matter, and it meant nothing else! 

It meant the same as chi, ki, prana, ectoplasm, bioplasmic energy, and all those 

other terms variously applied to the incepted energy today.   The Christians of old used 

to know about that, and they called it spirit, until thoy got wrapped around the axle 

about some other things and forgot that the word spirit meant an energetic type of 

thing that could be used to move matter. 

So this (POINT) is life, inception.   To live is to incept.   To incept is to live. 

To produce input changes into an otherwise inert and ordinary physical system at a 

tiny, tiny level — changes which are sheer magic if you insist on isolating the physical 

matter and using only the first three laws of logic.   Because from the ordinary 3-law, 

single 3-D frame, Cartesian approach, one does not know where the life inception comes 
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from. It rains from the sky, but one cannot find that lifo input in the microscope. The 

physics of inert matter in one 3-D frame is totally unable to account for life inception, 

because life inception comes from a hyperworli outside that 3-D spatial frame. 

Now why are human minds all separated?   That problem is simple.   If one 

takes an infinite number of things, i.e., an infinite number of mindworlds, and selects 

a finite number of them at random, the probability is one that no two of them will  be 

the same.   But then how does one explain telepathy?   Again that is fairly straightforward. 

E.g.,   if I take one mindworld, and establish a correlation between it and another 

mindworld, that is telepathy.   If I establish a perfect and total one-to-one correspondence 

between the two mindworlds, then what I really have done is to rotate one world around 

to the other, and those two mind sets link together in one common worldframe and 

accordingly become one mind.   One set of orthoworld phenomena.  And they can still 

be tied to, or correlated to, two different physical things in the S frame, although 

those two things will now exhibit correlation. 

Can I give you an example of that? Yes indeed!   It's in your own head.   The 

two cerebral brain halves are in fact separate brains.   If the corpus callosum nerve 

cable that connects them is severed — and that has been done in persons with certain 

forms of epilepsy and in others when tumors in that area were removed — the two 

brains are separated and two separate human personalities emerge in one body.   If one 

has a severe psychosis, so that interference with the correspondence of various parts 

of the two brains is introduced, again personalities can be separated in their 

functioning, even without severing the corpus callosum, and one has multiple 

personalities.   A psychiatrist friend of mine mentioned one patient who has thirteen 

different personalities in her body, all independent of each other, and all requiring 

psychiatric treatment!   All of them are insane! 

So this selected, time-clustered many-worlds model is startling and it is 
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a bold proposal intendod to unite physiciJ and metaphysics.   But it meets several 

exacting requirements.   The mind has got to be as objective as a chair;   If one does 

not have that kind of model, it is not correct, from the fourth law of logic.   And one 

has to get the whole physics thing in there that one uses to model the chair, or one 

does not move to the boundary where the physical models the nonphysical.   So one 

has to get a whole physical world collected if one is to model the nonphysical mind, 

again by the fourth law of logic.   Then if one wants to model multiple minds, one 

obviously has to collect multiple worlds, by the same reasoning.   And this model 

meets all those criteria.   And it meets the test of including all the strange paraphysical 

mind effects being noted by our parapsychologists.   Telepathy is here.   Psychokinesis 

is here.   What I'm calling inception , if you don't like that term, can be called 

"minute psychokinesis,"   for that is what it is.   One can usually move four or five 

electrons in his brain by inception;   that induces an input signal into the complex 

physical servomechanism that is the body, and then ordinary physics can be used to 

describe how the servomechanism moves from there.   But the input signal, which comes 

from another worldframe, is pure magic as far as the conventional inert physics of one 

worldframe is concerned.   Yet it is that tiny inception that constitutes our lives and 

gives us free will, conscious behavior, memory, knowledge, and all the rest of those 

intangibles which we associate with mankind and which we prize above all else. 

But wouldn't it be nice if one had a magic process so that one frame could be 

flipped into another?   Wouldn't it be nice to build a machine that could do that, i,e., 

that could turn from one frame or world to another at will?   Because one could then 

build a vehicle that could travel at any speed desired, and one could go anywhere in the 

universe one desired, or even into other universes if one desired.   One could go in here 

and out there  is this one world, with no travel in between. 

sift • 
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Tho most primitivo thing one can do is got behind an object and shove it from 

Lhe rear and try to accelerate it to the speed c that way.   Because as one shoves the 

object, in a line in the observer's frame, then as the velocity of the object increases, 

that is spatial rotation, and the objects frame is rotating away from the observer's 

frame and the applied force.   And so the part of the force that is actually being applied 

to the object is the projection of the force into the object's frame.   That projection is 

shrinking and the applied force is therefore steadily shrinking, as the angle of rotation 

increases. (DRAW) 

S' 

 S 

Call that angle of rotation between the two inertial frames angle alpha.   Now just as 

alpha gets to 90 degrees, the projection of the force into the object's inertial frame 

goes to zero, and we have the situation we will now draw here.   (DRAW) 

i 
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One calls tho apparent rosistanco of the object bei no ciccoleratod, the inortia) mass, 

of the object.   Mass Is just the measure of how much It scorns to resist further push, 

i.e. ,   how hard it is to push it faster.   Fo the faster one tries to push the object, the 

more it seems to resist, and hence the more its mass seems to Increase.   What really 

happens is that its 3-D spatial frame rotates away from the frame containing the line 

of force, and less of the force Is actually being projected into the object's frame and 

onto it to affect it.    And so at 90° rotation, the force has zero projection onto the 

object, and one can no longer affect its velocity, which is c because of the orthogonal 

turn.   Therefore the object has infinite inertial mass in the S frame;   i.e.,   Infinite 

resistance to further acceleration.   But by the fourth law of logic, that must also 

correspond to zero mass, and so it does.   The object is now two-dimensional in S 

because it lost one dimension with respect to the S frame when    it turned orthogonally. 

Since mass is a three-dimensional concept, to the S observer the orthogonal S' object 

has zero mass.   So the photon exhibits infinite inertial mass with respect to any 

acceleration force, and therefore the speed of light is the same to every observer. 

It also exhibits zero mass since it is not three-dimensional.   So that is the fourth law 

of logic.   Zero mass is infinite mass.   The two are identical on the boundary.   There 

is no conflict in the statement for a specific problem.   It does not hold anywhere but 

on the boundary.   But on the boundary it is correct.   Zero mass there is infinite mass. 

All that infinite mass means is that, push as hard as you wish, you cannot affect its 

velocity.   All that zero mass means is that, push as hard as you wish, you cannot 

affect its velocity, because there is nothing to push against to affect! 

But now I point out that every time a mass system emits a photon, one has 

3-D mass turning into 2-D waves.   And every time a mass system absorbs a photon, 

one  has 2-D waves turning into 3-D mass.   In L3T spacetime, you see, a wave is 
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simply a difforontiation v/ith respoct to length, and n mass or L^ is simply a time 

differentiation.   And from spocial relativity we know that length and time are     the 

same, the only difference between them being the parameter c.   One orthogonal 

rotation, because that is what c really is.   So all that adds up and it makes perfectly 

good sense.   But also, photon emission and photon absorption are energy conservative. 

No energy is lost in the process, and it   does not take any energy to accomplish it. 

What it does require is very precise time synchronization.   You do not have to get 

behind an object and use the whole world's fuel supply to push it, to try to get it to 

the speed of light;  what you have to do is gently thump it just right, and bang!  It will 

flip itself one orthogonal turn without using any energy.   And then If you are clever 

enough, you can get over in the system  with it, and kick it again, and it will flip again, 

and you can get into any space you want, you can go at any speed you want to, you 

can violate the speed of light and the limited laws of physics In one frame, and you 

can go in here on earth and out there by the star Sirius without any travel in between. 

Granted, of course, that you have a developed science to do all that! 

But if you don't have a dream, if you don't even have a concept, if you don't have 

a fishing line to throw in the ocean, then you are never going to catch that fish that 

allows you to violate all those ordinary restrictions that we normally cannot overcome. 

So instead of spending our time going around saying, "We can't, we can't, we can't; 

nobody can do this!"  look for a way that you can do it!   If you have the fourth law of 

logic, quit dwelling on zero and look at infinity.   Quit saying "no, you can't,"  and 

"it doesn't exist, "   because doesn't exist and exist   are the same thing on the 

boundary!  All limitations can be overcome, and all things are possible! 

There are also a couple of new sciences that are being born right now, and 

that deal with things very similar to what I'm talking about.   One is Thorn's theory of 

catastrophes, and the other is Robinson's nonstandard analysis.   With some difficulty. 

'I   4 
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I rnanagod to obtain and view a film made by Dr. Robinson boforc ho died.   I did not 

follow all the advanced mathomatlcs, but at one place — when he finished — he showed 

that it came out with a boundary statement,     with the Identity of opposites.   It is in there, 

And it is in Thorn's catastrophe theory, if you look deeply enough. 

The selected orthoworld model I have advanced is a schema.   We cannot dignify 

it by calling it a theory — one after all must have thousands of equations in there to 

call it a theory! — it is a schema.   But in this schema, logic fits —a new logic, a 

metalogic.   In this schema one has included the observer, his life, and his mind, and 

they are included in an absolutely precise, physics  manner.   We have not used a lot 

of mystical mumbo-jumbo or a lot of fancy words which actually have little or no 

intellectual content.   Instead, the schema has exactly the same kind of content one has 

in physics.   So one can now build precise mathematical, physical models of the mind, 

of physical phenomena, psychokinesis, ESP, and going faster than light, and going in 

here and out there — teleportatlon.   One can build a model of almost pure witchcraft — 

pure magic — from the standpoint of a single, limited, Cartesian world model. 

And these types of unusual phenomena are happening every day.   They are being 

observed by physicists such as David Böhm, and other legitimate, widely-recognized 

scientists — not a bunch of crazy kooks!  One simply cannot maintain the view that 

everyone in parapsychology is in a vast conspiracy against the establishment — that 

is just not true. 

But what has been desperately needed is a new approach.   We have needed a 

model that fits the data, and now we need to look into the ramifications of this model 

that seems to fit it all, and see what it prescribes or predicts as new aspects of 

reality. 

The perceptron idea is very crude.  Actually everything I do is crude.   But it 

seems to fit or solve everything I can ask.   E.g.,   it generates a new definition of 

• 
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mass itself, a new definition of a photon — and by the way, derivations of the first 

two postulates of Einstein. Let us derive those while we are passing, for they turn 

out to be quite simple. 

The second      postulate of relativity is, "The speed of light is the same for every 

observer. "  Of course!   Perception is a finite process.   Every perceptron has the same 

rate of operation,    So all one has to do is go out in the external universe and find the 

fastest thing that moves, and that has to be it, by process of elimination.  And that 

thing has to be 2-dimensional.   So there emerges only one alternative:  c, the speed of 

light in vacuum, is the speed that represents an orthogonal rotation, the speed of 

operation of the perceptron Itself.   So that is why the speed of light is the same to 

every observer.   The second postulate says, from the perceptron viewpoint,  that 

the speed of operation of every perceptron is the same.   And that follows from the simple 

process of abstracting the idea of the perceptron to represent the fundamental, basic 

perceiving device In the first place. 

Light, a photon, is orthorotated.   It is merely a particle that rotated 90° with 

respect to one's 3-D spatial frame.   And 90°  orthorotation is simply the speed c. 

So every observer, i.e. every particle, ought to see every photon as a 2-D object 

travelling at the speed c, and he does. 

And in fact every photon must see every particle in the S frame as a 2-D object 

travelling at the speed of light in the S' frame also. 

Now how about the first    postulate?   That takes a little more trouble.   We 

have to first introduce the concepts of a dimensional molecule and its absolute value. 

Now we can regard the dimensions of a perceived quantity as having been 

created or outputted by the perceptron.   When we express a set of these outputted 

dimensions as an ordinary fractional expression, we will call that expression a 

dimensional molecule .   E.g.,   the dimensions of energy are (WRITE) 
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and both E and the right sido of the equation we will consider to be dimensional 

molecules of energy, each composed of MLL/TT  (WRITE) 

MLL/TT 

But perceptron operation is the most fundamental operation.   Further, perception 

is purely differentiation or separation.   Since the two fundamental kinds of separation 

are   AT    and AL ,    then we will regard all other dimensional units as "molecules" 

somehow composed of AL and AT only.   That is, we are in fact assuming a basic 

quantum of spacetlme        AL AT as the basic quantum, and we are assuming that 

perceptron operation simply splits or fissions this basic quantum of spacetlme into 

AL and AT in each operation. 

If two quantities have the same units, then the absolute value of their 

dimensional molecules must be equal.   That is, we will define the use of "absolute 

value of a dimensional molecule"   in that manner.   E.g.,   since kinetic energy and 

any other kind of energy have the same dimensions, then we can say that (WRITE) 

K.E. 

the absolute value of kinetic energy and any other type of energy is the same. 

Now from experiment, it is known that matter and energy are intertransposable. 

Specifically, we know this from photon emission and photon absorption.    So we can 

write this as (WRITE) 

M =      MV4 

n the absolute value of mass is equal to the absolute value of kinetic energy.   Now 

dividing out the M, we have (WRITE) 

1 I =   I V' 
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And, taking the indicated square root, wc have 

1   = |v 

the absolute value of velocity equals one.   Therefore velocity is dimonsionless; in the 

perceptron output sense.     That means it does not affect the percGptron's output or 

represent perceptron output.   That is, velocity is a constant from the standpoint of 

the perceptron"s differentiating operation, so a constant velocity input to it does not 

result in any relative change in its output relationships.   Operationally speaking, this 

is the same as a statement that the derivative of a function and the derivative of that 

same function plus a constant are equal, i.e. that (WRITE) 

D[   f(x) ] =    D  [f(x) +c] 

So the laws of physics — i.e., the relationships between repeated operations of 

one perceptron — are the same for all observers — i.e.,   for all perceptron masses — 

moving at constant velocities relative to each other.   And that is Einstein's first 

postulate. 

It is also intuitively pleasing because, since velocity merely is a measure of 

rotation, a rotated perceptron should continue its normal functioning, with respect to 

Its own frame, as a nonrotated perceptron does in the laboratory observer's frame.    And 

that of course is the case. 

Mass, by the way, is defined by perceptron theory as (WRITE) 

_ | #       t   I 
M   =     r^ + n0     operations per second 

where each operation processes one action atom or quantum of magnitude  h/4/B' , 

and where nj  represents the rate of separation of whole quanta — i.e.,   of fusion 

of subquantum fragments into action quanta — and n0 represents the rate of fissioning 

of action quanta into subquantum fragments. 

Again, this is intuitively pleasing, because energy is the time rate of change 
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of action, and ao since the absolitc value of energy and mass are the santiö, then 

mass must in some manner be a time rate of change of action also.     And indeed 

perceptron theory derives it in that expression,    We then find that mass Is (WRITE) 

1 kilogram = 17.053 x 10^u  perceptron operations per second 

where each perceptron operation processes an action quanU)ffl.either by fission or by 

fusion, of magnitude  h/4^f . 

One must free up some of the restrictions in our heads — such as the idea that 

action can only be positive, that it's an "absolute value" sort of thing.   Allow it to 

be negative also sometimes.   Now take a localized region of space and impose a single 

channel idea:   everything which goes in must also go out.   And realize that all 

velocities, all lines In the laboratory spatial frame, are real objects in one of the 

other many-world spatial frames.   They are not just one-dimensional objects in the 

laboratory frame;   that is simply their intersection with the laboratory frame.   In their 

own spaces they are perfectly ordinary 3-D objects.   And when those objects move, a 

line goes all the way through the localized region of space we have chosen in our 

laboratory spatial frame.   The line goes in this side and comes out the other side. 

And Feynman did not consider that when, in his three volumes of the Feynman 

Lectures on Physics,   he included the same old tired refutation of the geometrical 

approach to gravitation.   Someone noticed in about 1740 that geometrically one can 

generate the inverse square law of gravitation by thinking of two objects existing in 

an Isotropie flux of little corpuscular balls.   Feynman reiterated the objection that, 

if one chose a planet in orbit arouid a sun, it hits more flux particles on the front that 

it does on the rear, hence it would slow down and decay in its orbit. 

But in our model, the little flux corpuscles are indeed magical orthorotated 

balls, for to the laboratory frame they exist as lines, and consequently can go right 
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through an objoct and on out tho other aide.   3o in the orbital case, one has as many 

line-particles going in one side of the object as another and the objection does not hold, 

So from perceptron theory one can derive the universal law of gravitation, and 

in fact one can also derive all of Newton's laws of motion, relativistic form,   I have 

already made those derivations in a published paper, "Quiton/Perceptron Physics," 

which is available through the Defense Documentation Center. 

So to summarize, here is what can be derived from the schema approach I am 

advocating:  One can derive Newton's laws of motion, relativistic form.   Newton's 

law   of universal gravitation.   The first two postulates of Einstein's special relativity. 

The equivalence principle, necessary for general relativity, follows from the fact that 

a single generating mechanism for force itself emerges. 

And in addition, one can get the mind in there, being in there, thought and 

mental phenomena in there, life and the living observer in there, physical phenomena 

in there, and paraphysical phenomena in there.   So we '«we got the observer in there — 

mass, mind, matter, thought, field, force, and time.   And that constitutes for the 

first time a complete physics of the observer and the observed, and writes the observer 

back into the equation. 

We are all alive;  we are not robots.   Any complete science must contain that 

fact. 

And also one has God in there, if one chooses to look.   Simply take it all — 

Everett's entire universal wave function — all the worlds, spaces and times, beings, 

observers, lives, etc — and that is the All, the Godness itself.   The set of all sets. 

The frame and framer of all frames.   The format of all formats.   And it is exact.   It is 

physical.   And it fits the fourth law of logic, because by means of that law a thing is 

that which it does, and it does that which it is.   Therefore Godness is simply all 
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doings, all phenomena, all phenomena prof:cripÜünü.   And it is all precisely modelled. 

In the orthogonal worlds approach of Everett, all possibilities are real and 

exist.   Didn't you really suspect that an unlimited Creator must have it all in there 

already anyway, including even the most remote and fantastic possibilities?   If 

something were left out, how could the All be unlimited  or all? 

The many-worlds interpretation of physics is indeed weird, but it provides a 

schema which is known to be consistent with the entire experimental basis of physics. 

And in addition it contains a schema which I claim gets all that other stuff in there if 

I choose the right set of selected orthogonal worlds. 

My entire message is:   Let's get a new approach, let's get a new science 

paradigm.   Let us not quit talking about dirty old metaphysics, but let us make it 

scientific.   Let us not go back to when Copernicus had to renunciate his theories, let 

us not return to dogma.   Let us stay scientific and objective.   But let us believe that 

what can be worked out in many-worlds Schemas and models has direct application to 

our everyday lives. 

And when we have the fitted models worked out in detail, then     let's do some 

engineering.   Let's build some gadgets to do some of the marvelous things predicted by 

our fitted models. 

A few of these new miracle-gad gets are built already.   To try to prove that, 

I am going to draw two such gadgets — one you are familiar with, and one you are 

probably not too familiar with.   The first concerns a fundamental experiment in physics. 

The two-slit experiment.   (DRAW) screen 

(1 ---    < emitter U .—   -— 
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Electrons are boiny emitted here (POINT).   A   screen is over hero (POINT),   In this 

region (POINT), there are two little  slits, just big enough to allow the  electron 

wavelength to go through.   Now if I believe that the emitted electron is a little 

baseball, it will go through one of the slits and not the other, and it will hit here on 

the screen (POINT) or there (POINT).   Once in a while, one will bounce off the edge 

of the slit a little bit, so    one   will get a bit of scattering at this point here (POINT) 

and also here (POINT).   Every electron which misses a slit hits the wall and gets 

absorbed, and doesn't go through.   So this pattern on the screen is what I get, right? 

No. 

What I actually get is the standard diffraction pattern like this (DRAW).   If the 

electron were in fact a wave front and passed through both holes at the same time, that 

pattern is precisely what I would get.   However, if I check each electron hitting the 

screen. It still only hits in one place.   It says "Oh, no!  I'm still a little baseball!" 

But over by the  baffle plate containing the two slits, it said "Oh, no!  I'm not a little 

baseball!   I'm a wave!" 

It's two-handed, gentlemen.   The fourth law of logic says that it is both 

simultaneously, without any distinction or separation into two.   It comes to one place 

and the experiment says, "Hey, you!  You have to act like a wave, like a two-dimensional 

object!" 

"Ho-kay!" 

Then it gets over to the other place and the experiment says, "Hey, you!   You 

have to act like a three-dimensional object, like a little baseball!" 

"Ho-kay!" 

Now that is a real device;  don't laugh at it, it works.   And that experiment is 

one of the fundamental bases of physics.   But this is a device .   One can build 

devices that process entities which are in two-nonexclusive-states-at-once. 
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Boy, that blew thoir minds in physics,   Thoy didn't bollüvo it at first, so 

they set up a photon gun and hit each and every electron with a photon as it left the 

emitter and started over toward the two-slit region.   That is, thoy determined precisely 

when a little electron was on the way.   What they were telling the electron was, "Hey, 

you!  I know you're there now, in that one place I just hit, just like a little baseball." 

And the electron said, "Ho-kay!   Since you want me to be a little baseball, then I'll 

be one for you,"  And this time the electrons only went through one slit or the other, 

and gave the expected pattern.   And when the experiment was repeated and only a 

fraction of the electrons were hit with photons, then a mixture of the two patterns 

emerged. 

And to quote Richard Feynman, Nobel prize winner in physics, no physicist 
j 

in the world understands this experiment!   It is simple to mathematically describe the 

I' results, but no one could understand why things happened as they did.   Well, the 
I 

reason they don't understand it is that the results are not contained within the first 

three laws of logic.   Specifically, the third law is violated  if one insists on thinking 

in terms of the present .   That requires two simultaneous states, and that automatically 

means it is not determined or perceived.   Thus in physics terms that becomes 

probabilistic and undetermined ,  and that is automatically a wave    concept.   I.e., 

waves are not stuck in one place and determined, so they exist in the present and not 

the past.   On the other hand, when a selection or determination is made on the 

electron, that is a differentiating or separating perception operation, hence in the past. 

And that is automatically a 3-D corpuscle concept.   So when the electron has not 

been separated into single state but remains in dual-state, it acts as a wave.     In that 

case it passes through both slits at once.   But when it has been forced into a selection 

or separating perception, that makes it single state, a.id in that case it passes through 

only one slit or the other.   When the electron strikes the screen, regardless of whether 
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it is in dual-state or single-state,   the screen forces a selection upon it, and so 
! 

the electron becomes single-state and thus hits in only one spot on the screen at once. 

And that is the explanation of the two-slit experiment, that no one understands. 

The reason it cannot be understood is that the answer is not present in the first three 
V ( 

laws of logic.   It requires the addition of the fourth law to complete the explanation 

of the experiment. 
j 

[ So things, nothings if you will, can be processed in the two-states-identified- 

as-one-so-none-observed state.   They can be amplified, recorded, put on tape, etc. 

You can put life itself on tape!   On ordinary electromagnetic recording tape.   And you can 

then pickup that recorded life essence and beam it through a television camera.   It can 

modulate the microwave carrier, be stripped off and processed by the home television 

receiver, and reradiated out into a million living rooms at once. 

It's been done!   Psychokinesis has been projected over the TV channel.   Url 

Geller looked into a TV camera and said "Bend!"  and willed metal to bend, and metal 

bent and snapped in many places all over England.   And he did the same thing again 

here in the U.S.   He did the same thing to psychokinetically repair nonworking clocks 

and watches.   And the same phenomena were induced in multiple psi-positives when a 

tape     of Uri doing that was later rebroadcast. 

Okay.   The two-slit apparatus is a real physics instrument that all the 

physicists are familiar with, and it processes an object that is existing in two states | 

simultaneously.   It has one selector region that will only process waves — because 

the slit dimensions are down toward the correct DeBroglie wavelength to do that — so I 
i 
t 

the two-state entity is happy to act like a wave there.   And it has another selector region 

that Is as broad as a barn and allows the entity to be processed as a particle, so the 

dual-state entity will act like a particle there. 

The second device is one that most of you are probably not familiar with, but I 



will show you tha scheme. 

This Is the way it looks, like this (DRAW) 
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This is the Hieronymus device, patented by Thomas G. Hieronymus in 1947.   It has an 

optical front end, a prism which passes waves — particles don't go through, they just 

bounce off — so a wave entering the front end will go through the prism and be 

refracted at an angle which depends upon the frequency of the wave.   Now inside the 

surrounding box which acts as a light shield is a small tuner, a little copper rod 

attached to a rotatable wheel so that the rod may be moved through the various 

refractive angles from the prism.   The prism is mounted on the box with a thin slit in 

the wall, so that only a small and narrow "field of view" exists external to the box. 

The tuner rod is wired to the input of a three-stage RF amplifier where each stage is 

separately shielded against light — which is very interesting, because of a similar 

requirement in the two-slit experimental apparatus if the electron was to act as a wave. 

With the two-slit apparatus, we     found that if one Invokes the proper operation, 

one can select or separate whichever of the simultaneous unseparated dimensionalities 

of the electron he wishes.   The end result follows the principle of complementarity   — 

it is either one or the other once selected — but what the principle of complementarity 
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doos not   say is lhat, before the saloctlng or separating operation is invoked, the 

electron exists in both states, 2~D wave and 3-D corpuscle, simultaneously.   So 

it can waltz through both kinda of gates — one which adraits two-dimensional aspects 

only, and one which admits three-dimensional aspects only.   But since it is not a 

single-exclusive-thing. It is a no-single-thiug or a nothing.    A nonthing.   Simply 

a "piece of nothing,"   or what I call a quiton. 

And the Hieronymus device is also a special type of processor of dual-state 

entities, of pieces of nothing, pieces of vacuum, pieces of space.   It is tuneable to 

a certain frequency by shifting the position of the rotatable copper rod.   The rod is 

wired to the input of the 3-stage RF amplifier tuned to, say, 455 kilohertz.   The output 

of the RF amplifier comes out of the box and ends In a flat coil of wire between two 

parallel plastic plates. 

Coming into the box through the slit in the prism, one can have single state 

entities and dual-state entities.   Now we don't have a good name for a dual-state 

entity.   There used to tentatively be a word called the waviele   used by some physicists 

to describe it.   Today one talks about "wave packets."   But v/hat after all is a wave 

packet?  It is a three-dimensional bunch of two-dimensional waves!   So that is where 

the physicists have hidden the idea of the dual state wa viele today. 

Only single-state waves and dual-state entities or wavicles can pass through 

the prism and be refracted at an angle dependent upon the frequency.   If one then tunes 

the rod into the correct angle of refraction, the  refracted wavicles hit it, as do the 

single-state waves if their frequency should happen to coincide with the frequency of 

the wavicles.   Now the single-state wave dies when it hits the copper rod — it may 

chip a single electron or two off a copper crystalline grain, but that is lost in the 

thermal noise anyway, below the detection threshold of the RF amplifier.   The 



wavicle,   however, simply says "Oh!   Nov.- you wanl rue to act like a corpuscular 

electron, and yo through those wires and conduction paths.   That's all right, that is 

my right hand side. "   So the wavieles will go through and be amplified, just exactly 

like ordinary electrons would do.   But now it is not electron     energy, it is a dual-state 

analog of energy — let us call it anenergy , for analog of energy — (Hieronymus called 

It eloptic energy , since it could act as electron flow or as optical waves, but was 

neither exclusively).   The amplified anenergy will come out in the coil of wire and it 

will generate another analogous kind of field.   It is not an electrical field and    it is 

not a magnetic field, and so you will not measure it on your normal laboratory 

instruments.   One must make some very peculiar little changes to certain laboratory 

instruments to get anything to measure the anenergy.   The simplest way to detect the 

anenergy fields is to use the human sensory system, because the human body knew 

about RF energy, frequency modulation, and also this anenergy long before we had 

modern electrical and magnetic instruments.   One example of the use of anenergy is 

acupuncture.  A very ancient system dealing with the fact that a peculiar type of 

energy-like stuff flows in the body. 

The anenergy is dual-state, and to ordinary instruments which deal with or 

respond to only single-state energy, the anenergy registers as zero.   Note that it 

is zero single-state energy, but that allows for any amount of dual-state anenergy. 

The human sensory system can sense it and the human body conducts it through 

channels and functional plexuses, just as it does electricity. 

Now if one reacts in horror, believes that this sort of thing is witchcraft, and 

firmly believes that he cannot sense the anenergy fields, then he cannot.   One can 

turn the entire anenergy detection system in his body off    with his conscious mind and 

with his unconscious mind.   Click!   Bang!   The negative psi effect is a well-documented 

effect in the field of parapsychology.   There are goats as well as sheep.   There are 
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some persons, e.g., who do worae   on psi tests than chance would possibly allow. 

They are the goats.   They exhibit the negative psi effect, for unconsciously they are 

deliberately and strongly wanting to show you that psi does not work, but in so doing 

they try so hard that unconsciously they use and exhibit one aspect of the very effect 

their unconscious is trying to deny. 

At any rate, the human sensory system can get a tickle or a tingle from the 

anenergy field generated by the flat coil of wire in the Hieronymus machine's output. 

What type of tingle you get depends upon your own type of body sensory tuning.   It may 

feel as if your fingers on the plastic plate are resting on a vibrating plate.  It may feel 

as if you have your fingers in thick syrup.   Or it may feel greasy in a peculiar way. 

Very funny little sensations which vary from individual to individual.   And the negative 

person does not get a tingle at all.   So if one is too negative, he will not get a 

sensation from the output. 

However, the experiment can be done in a controlled fashion.   One can call in 

one's friends, have the entire apparatus under a black cloth, with an element sample 

in the field of view of the prism — each element, by the way, gives off an individual 

frequency of anenergy, and that means there is a different refractive angle for each 

element.  You can ask your friends to touch the plate, and to tell you when they get 

a funny sensation in their fingertips.   And don't say anything else. Then  tune 

the little rotatable rod.   A few of your friends will not get any sensation, no matter how 

long you tune the rod.   But others will say, "Yes!   Right there!   I got a peculiar 

feeling!"   "Felt like water!"        "Felt like the plate was wet. "   The next one may say, 

"It felt like the plate was syrupy," But the thing is that the sensation will occur when 

the tuner rod is at the same angle, for a particular element.   Thus the experiment is 

repea table. 
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The Hiaronymus machine has beau built by many persons, and it works for those 

v/ho are not negative.   It provides a practical example of a device that processes 

entities that exist in the dual-state, or that obey the fourth law of logic.   And one can 

do some magical things with these dual-state nonthings, these nothings, if one starts 

building gadgets to use them. 

Okay, 

I must now say a word about something else. 

What is no thing ? 

The absence of thing. That is what nothing means. There have been volumes 

written on the problem of nothing, and no one has solved it satisfactorily yet. So let 

us solve that one too, while we are at it! 

No-thing means the absence of thing.   Specifically, to a monocular gadget 

which can only see or output or handle one-thing-^at-a-time, it means the absence of 

that specific type of output.   I.e.,   the absence of the one-and-only-one condition. 

So translated into perception terms, "nothing" means the absence of the just-one-thing- 

exclusively condition.  And tha<- is all   it means.   So what fits that definition? 

That requirement?    This does.   (WRITE) 

n 
0    =   ZU 

i=2 
2   ^   n  ^ oO 

n+1 

I 

Multiple presence is the same as "absence of singularity" to a monocular process. 

So total absence and total presence are perceptually the same.   A monocular process 

cannot tell any single thing is present if two or more are shoved through simultaneously 

So perception cannot tell if wavicles are waves or particles, and they disappear   like 

magic from the selective, deterministic mechanism and simply become unperceived, or 

nothing, or vacuum.   But they are real, and they exist.   They exist, you see, in the 
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unporceivdble proaont, tho unselectod or undolermincd multiple state.   They aro in fact 

nothing but the probability states the physicist uses in physics, and propayates forward 

in time in an absolutely causal manner until observational selection of one state occurs, 

to create the most immediate past, which is all that observational physics normally 

deals with.   But in the many-worlds interpretation, all possibilities are concretely 

real and exist. 

So zero is infinity.   Total presence is total absence.   When you reach the 

zero point in vacuum, you must expect to find everything in it.   By Einstein's spherical 

model of the cosmos, e.g.    By the fourth law of logic.   It is no wonder that one has 

so much energy in zero point energy;  it is all in there, one has the entire universe's 

energy in there.   It is no wonder that in a particle — which is just an actual closure 

of the external universe in an Einstein closure -- one has so many wiggles.   All the 

wiggles of the universe are in there. 

So nothing   is very rich indeed.    You can reach into nothing, into pure vacuum, 

and you can pull out pieces of the whole world as long as you pull them out in pairs. 

It is all in there.   So there ought to be some great things that one can get out of nothing. 

And we ought to think about that for a while.   Instead of eliminating all the infinities 

in our equations, we should perhaps start thinking of what they mean and what we can 

do with them.   What we can get out of them.   How we can use them. 

And another thing.   There is no limitation placed on closing the universe. 

Suppose one closes it very gradually.   That closure will be what I call the quote 

macroscopic world unquote.   It is a geometrical closure, or gravitational closure. 

That closure has a great radius.   But the universe can also be closed extremely rapidly 

and powerfully, and that type of closure is what a fundamental particle represents. 

Many physicists have done a great deal of work on unified field theories. 

Feynman made one interesting statement:   He said that anyone who wished to create a 

tUmtmUMtUlluätt^ü0iSBiiit 
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succGssful uniüed field theory must firut explain one vuny curioui; coincidence.   This 

coincidence can be illustrated by two separated electrons.   For the two electrons, 

the gravitational force between them is about 10^ times as small as the electrical 

force.   And the radius of the closed universe model is also about 10^ times the 

classical radius of the electron.   Feynman considers this coincidence so curious that 

it must not be coincidental at all. 

But there is nothing that strange about it from our viewpoint of multiple universe 

closure!   By the fourth law of logic, a thing is that which it does, and It does that 

which it is.   So the very weak gravitational field simply represents   — and exists 

from — a very weak closure of the universe, and the very strong electrical field 

simply represents — and exists from — a very strong closure of the same universe. 

The strong closure must have a very small radius, and the weak closure must have 

a very large radius.  And these two radiuses must be Inversely proportional to the 

closure strengths, or the field strengths.   Hence the same parameter, 10^2,  must 

appear in both ratios.   So Feynman's criterion is fully met in our closure model when 

we consider dual closure.   And the dual closure model also generates a new explanation 

of what charge really is.   A positive charge is simply a strong universe closure in one 

direction, and a negative charge is simply a strong universe closure in the opposite 

direction.   Significantly, many physicists are toying with antimatter models. 

In our model, an antimatter world simply represents a weak closure of the universe in 

the opposite sense from our normal weak gravitational closure. 

Further, the dual closure model explains the holography of the universe.   The 

external universe is inside each and every fundamental particle in itself.   Only because 

of this is it possible for two observers (two perceptrons) to contain or observe or 

detect or perceive the same external phenomenon in the first place. 

 - *immmmmtommmtmkiittiiäüätMtt i 
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So what wo arc aaying is that: in one sense an oloctrical fiold is nothing but 

a highly compressed gravitation field, orthorotatod into another frame.   And if I could 

release the gravitational field that is compressed into an ordinary flashlight battery, I 

could get all the andgravity I wanted ! 

But is there anything else in physics that says that this is anything except 

wild speculation?   Yes indeed there is!   A physicist by the name of Santilli — whose 

mathematics I can't even follow — succeeded in proving about a year or two ago that 

the classic assumption in physics that the gravitational field and the electrical field 

are exclusive is false.   And that left two alternatives, what Santilli calls the weak 

assumption and the strong assumption.   The strong assumption is that they are totally 

the same thing, and the weak assumption is that they are partially the   same thing. 

I submit that they meet both conditions at once by the fourth law of logic.   They are 

totally the same generically, but the rate of closure or compression differs, and they 

are in different orthoframes.   And so I submit that the dual-closure universe model is 

the way to go to find the long-sought unified field theory, in a holographic universe, 

because it is simply the only present model which fits the criteria. 

And with that, we have completed our model. We have got it all in there, the 

mind, the matter, the fields, the being, the life, the behavior, the metaphysics, the 

physics, everything.  And that was what we originally said that the fourth law required. 

So that is how we must write the observer back into the equation. 

And with that thought I leave you, for that is all I have to say. 

r r 
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OUCSTIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Ha^cl Henderson 

1 

What should we do now?   Continue or nave a cup of coffee or what? 

Carter Henderson: 

No I think we should stick with it now, if everyone feels like it. 

Tom Bearden: 

First the psychiatrist.   Yes, I am Insane!     (laughter) 

Hazel Henderson 

Okay, who wants to jump in? 

Chris Bird 

When you were describing that Hieronymus machine, what is the sensor 

and what is it sensing?  And why, for one person, e.g., does it feel liquid, and 

another person feels friction? And can't we eliminate the amplifier, or whatever 

is in the black box, anyway? Since, so far as I understand, it has been eliminated? 

Tom Bearden 

Campbell did it, to build what is called the second type of Hieronymus device. 

Chris Bird 

Yes, some people don't need the machine or the wiring. 

Tom Bearden 

Yes, that is correct.   Okay, that's a formidable question to try to 

answer, and I can only give you a very    crude answer, and it comes out like this. 

You have a physical form in the ordinary universe you think of.    You have mental 

forms in these other worlds, which are just as concrete and real as these physical 

forms, but they are orthorotated. 

Now mind is not just the conscious mind;   your conscious mind is a very 
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But who are you?   What is "you"?   Or "I"? 

Tom Bearden 

| "You" is to have the correlation.   Memory is you.   Ego is memory.   You have 
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small part of your unconscious mind.   I can walk around in my unconscious, and it 

is much vaster than my conscious mind.     The unconscious, by the way, is digital 

at the deepest level, it is not continuum.     The seemingly continuous   signal data 

that you have is actually in vast groupings of digital data.   In other words, a nerve 

ending fires or it doesn't, and that is digital data.   The nerve endings also process 

the dual-state anenergy.   Nerves do not transmit just electricity;   electricity is 

not the last type of energy that is available.   There is yet another kind, in each of 

these orthoframes, and you can call it ki, chi, prana, whatever you wish — wavicles 

is probably a better term for the physicist, because it doesn't sound mysterious 

that way.   It is dual-state, though, it is not single state;  and so it     is zero to 

an exclusive-state-only device, which is what the perceptron is.   So you think 

nothing is there, and that is what is_there — nothing;   two-or-more-simultaneously. 

But your body is already — to use the Soviet term — a psychotronlc machine. 

The mind portion has forms In it at a very deep level that are just as real as that 

table in their own frame,   and these forms can function.  You have a great deal of 

control over these forms — much more than you realize — and, if you get everything 
world 

set just right, you can affect the correlation between your mind and your body matter 

world, 

Chris Bird 

Who are you?   You keep saying you — who are you? 

Tom Bearden 

Whoever.   Any human being does this automatically. 
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no ego whatsoever unless a memory operation is invoked.   Suppose you have a 

detection of a dog running, and project it on the wall.   The picture on the wall 

has only the information, "Dog runs,"    To have "I see the dog running,"   you 

must add one more operation, "Dog runs,"   and a feedback or correlation between 

the two, so that you have "dog runs — dog runs,"   You must add the feedback 

memory operation, and then the enclosed time space gives you "I see the dog 

running."   Remember that the mind shares the time dimension;   without the "snipping 

off" of an interval of time or bounding up an interval of time in your detection 

process, you cannot have the existence of "personal mind" or ego. 

Chris Bird 

What's the difference in your seeing the dog running and my seeing the same 

dog running? 

Tom Bearden 

It depends totally upon what frame you are in.   In a certain frame or certain 

frames there is a difference, and in another frame there is no difference.   In that last 

frame, you have what Jung called   the collective unconscious.   E.g., the personal 

minds do crosstalk at this very deep level.    They crosstalk down at the quantum 

level.     Quantum changes crosstalk between frames.   Mind changes are totally 

quantized, exactly like physical changes are.     Remember, we are speaking in 

terms of a physical model of the mind.   And minds crosstalk a tiny bit.   But it's 

so weak and so small, that normally it is   not noticed at all. 

If you take the small crosstalk that is coherent between a particular 

mind world and a physical body, and include the physical body and the mind world, 

that constitutes a living being.   You then have other bodies in the same physical 

laboratory frame, each having separate mind worlds, and these ensembles constitute 

other living beings in the same world.   Now there is crosstalk between those 
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mind worlds, and a certain small portion of t'-.at crosstalk i;j common to all of thorn. 

That common crosstalk constitutes what Jung called the collective unconscious. 

And what he called archetypes    are merely the largest of the common signals in 

everybody, the largest groupings or forms in the collective unconscious.,   in the 

collective crosstalk channel.    Archetypes then are relatively large things which 

are repeated many, many times in a holographic system.     And one can show that 

those archetypes can integrate exponentially under certain conditions.   So if multiple 

channels are linked synchronistically, you have a much greater chance of getting 

strong archetypes built up to a far greater signal level. 

You know, it's just like a moving target indicator.   If you integrate a 

coherent signal, over and over again, it increases linearly.    Two times is twice 

as big, three times Is three tines as big, etc.     But if you Integrate noise, it is 

random.   So it integrates less than linearly.   So in a hypothetically perfect system, 

if you integrate over and over,   you are constantly increasing the signal-to-nolse 

ratio.     No matter how weak the coherent signal is., or how far down in the noise 

it is, if you integrate enough, the signal will grow out of the noise,   and above it. 

So an integrated archetype has a much greater chance of being orthorotated into 

the laboratory frame than other forms in the separate mind worlds.   And time 

synchronization is the key, since all the worlds share the same time dimension. 

A thought can become as real as a lamp.   In fact, the ancient Tibetians knew this, 

and they called such objectified thought forms tulpas, 

But minds are not normally very stable;   they change from one mood co the 

next in half a second.   Things flit in and out, and its content is very unstable and 

changing from moment to moment.    So the mind that triggers a tulpa into objective 

existence is normally a very erratic and unstable tuner, and so the tulpa tuned in 

is very unstable.    Virgin Mary appearances go away.   Angels go away.   Devils go 
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away.   Fairies go away.   UFO'a go away.     But I'm sayinq UFO's can ijc objective, 

and they arc simply tu 1 pas. 

Now is there any part of your question that I haven't touched on? 

Chris Bird 

Well, you didn't quite address yourself to the sensor. 

Tom Bearden 

The sensor is the human body itself;   the body contains mechanisms which 

can induce orthorotation. 

Chris Bird 

Which part of it, do you know?   Any part of it? 

Tom Bearden 

Any part of the body, any electron in it, can do that because the body 

Is holographic.      The nervous system of the body does process dual-state anenergy. 

And it also Involves discharges,   in the electromagnetic state, from the nerve endings. 

Whereever discharges occur — nerve endings, cold cathode points, spark gaps, 

glow discharge tubes, glowing filaments, etc — orthorotation occurs in and along 

with the discharge function. 

By the way, I call those orthoframes biofields, and the first one, the first 

orthorotated world, intersects with the laboratory frame in what is called the 

ordinary electromagnetic field.   We already know about that one, and we have a 

nice theory developed for it.    We just have not yet worked out all those others. 

We even deal with the DeBroglie waves lying between the first biofield and the 

*   I second biofield-    But there is   an infinite number of those biofields available, not 
I 

just one and a half, so to speak.   And the body already processes those kinds of 

entities — dual-state   entities, and it really accomplishes orthogonal flipping of 

those entities.   But it is such a minute process that it normally doesn't qive enough 
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oloctromagnetic field created by the orthorotü:ion of higher bioficlds to worry about. 

However, I point out to the pcirapsychologists, check what the Soviets measured 

when they did all kinds of laboratory measurements on Kulagina,   When she actually 

got psychokinesis to occur under controlled laboratory conditions, an electrical field 

formed around the object being moved psychokinetically.   Another thing that was 

measured was that all her body fields — every sort of field she possessed— had 

an excitonic effect.      Excltons were formed.   All of these fields synchronized and 

entrained together.   The physical vibrations c: the body,   the electrical firings of 

the nerve endings, the brain waves as shown on the electroencephalogram, the 

breathing, the heartbeat — all of these became synchronized,   and then the 

electr -static field started forming around the body or object that moved.     I point 

out that the way you get orthorotatlon is with exact time synchronization,   you do 

not get it with a lot of force or energy.  And time synchronization of multiple fields 

forms excltons, and there is a great deal of pretty sophisticated exciton theory that 

can probably be applied to this effect in an engineering manner. 

So the crude effects of this time synchronization have been measured in 

the laboratory.    Geller and another young fellow, e.g., succeeded in affecting 

a magnetometer inside a Farraday shield at Stanford Research Institute.    To do 

that, anenergy was sent through the shield in a dual state, and then orthorocated 

at the magnetometer into an electromagnetic field,   Into the first blufield.   Or another 

way to say this is to say that the anenergy, in a higher mindworld, orthorotates 

into this world at the magnetometer inside the Farraday shield.   Th':re it has become 

the first biofield by orthorotatlon.    When that is done, the magnetometer will be 

affected. 

There are a few individuals who can do or perform such inception In a much 

stronger manner than the average person can.   You know, people form a distribution 

pattern.   Not everyone is exactly the same.    We all form a distribution curve.   And 
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ci few people in the upper end of the pattern   can generate a lot more power of 

orthorotation than the ordinary person,   and v/o call these more talented or capable 

individuals psychics.   We call some of them dowsers,   some of them psychomelrists, 

some of them telepaths, etc, — all of these weird names.   But they are doing a 

perfectly natural thing which can be described by physics, if you get the right kind 

of physics.   This is not a bunch of weird mumbo-jumbo, and it is something that 

we ought to make scientific.   But because we do not have a lot of really decent 

physicists working at this and trying to do theory — to develop a theory that 

gives a way to go to do engineering and build some instrumentation systems, we 

do not have developed instruments   to measure these effects yet, but they pan  be 

built.     A two-slit box, e.g., is such an instrument.   Detectors can be built if 

we can simply get the really good theorists involved and put our minds to it. 

What we really need are some topnotch theoretical physicists, and it can be done. 

If we would do the theory and then the engineering, we could build detection gadgets 

and we wouldn't have to use the body itself as the sensing device.   But we are 

going to have to learn about these new biofields and anenergy, just as we had to 

learn about electricity — ohm's law, polarity, ampere's law, storage batteries, and 

all the rest.   We had to do a lot of playing around with electricity in the lab before 

we found out much about it.   Electromagnetic theory and a full-blown electrical 

engineering degree did not spring up overnight.   Mastery of electromagnetism came 

about by bita and pieces and a great deal of painstaking work by a lot of people, and 

that is what we have to have in this field.   That is the only way we will get there. 

So yes, you can build detectors, at least theoretically.   Right now, the best 

detector is a living system, something that is already doing orthorotation of higher 

biofields into the first biofield, the electromagnetic field.    And a lot of very weird 

stuff you have run into in your life comes from the orthorotation effect.   Those silly 
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people , e.g. , who used to slaughter animal- and   sacrifice them had a reason, 

as indeed did those who sacrificed humans.   Because the world is a hologram, and 

a living system is doing holographic inceptior..   So the priest who had trained himself 

in the focussing of anenergy onto an object had himself an amplifier  when he had 

something which had just been alive and was just killed.    And some of the persons 

who once went around killing witches originally had a little more justification for 

what they were doing that what we have been led to believe.    Because a few of 

those cats could do some unpleasant things, and a few of them today still occasionally 

can. 

A widely observed phenomenon is firewalking, where a man walks on hot coals. 

There is no way that can be done by ordinary physics;   the fire is just too hot and 

the walkers stay In contact with the glowing coals too long.   The feet should be 

horribly burned, but they are not. 

Okay.   There are many cases like that, and some of you in this room are 

very experienced with those kinds of phenomena. 
new 

The point is, there is a totally.sclence waiting here, and it is an extension 

of our present science.   This new science can be built, it can be modelled, and 

that is what we ought to do.    Instead of sitting back and repeatedly saying this 

crazy thing, "I refuse to believe that it exists. "   What if we had done that with 

electricity?   We would still be out there in   the thunderstorms with keys and kites, 

trying to find out if lightning was electricity.   That attitude is what we have to change. 

Right now the best detector is the human body.   Nobody has a really good 

instrument or meter that will move.  A couple of people actually do, of that I have 

assured myself, but they will not tell you what it is that they use.   I have tried to 

find out.   I know that an ordinary coil , e.g. , can be wound in such a fashion that it 

will enable a meter movement from anenergy,   but I do not   know how to wind it. 

I wish I did. 63, 
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Chris Bird 

The human body and the human system are good dntcctors.   They can actually 

detect much more than instruments.   So why do we need the instruments to check 

this detection system?   Why don't we just use the detection system that we call 

the human system?   Or are we at that naive stage where wo require an instrument 

to check ourselves? 

I just want to tell everyone present   that the finest magnetometer at M.I.T. 

now detects  magnetic fields around the brain, around the heart, etc — repeating 

the EKG stuff — and it goes down to about 10~9 or 10"10   gauss.     But it has been 

shown that dowsers can go way down to 10"^ gauss, and the good ones can do It 

every time and never make a mistake, in the case of the really good ones.    Now 

how are we going to build an instrument that can get down there, just taking the 

magnetometer alone? 

Tom Bearden 

One way the Soviets have approached it is to do something very clever. 

They realized that the human body does accomplish this orthorotation, although 

they are not thinking in just those terms, and that the body takes this "other field" — 

let's call it that — and it rotates it into an ordinary electromagnetic field.   And so 

Adamenko built a thing called the tobiscope to detect changes in the electrical 

resistance in the skin.   He found out that at certain points he detected very sharp 

"peak point" changes, and those points in fact correspond with acupuncture points. 

He also found a lot more of these acupuncture points that way that were never in the 

old diagrams.   Then he went a little further.   If you use these points, you have 

points in the human body where this orthorotation of fields occurs.   Adamenko then 

found that certain groups of these points     formed plexuses , for want of a better 

word,   and these plexuses had very specific reactions to things, or generated very 
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specific body roactions and emotional roactionH when stimulated.   Another of the 

strange things they found was that, when sunspots occurred on the s^n, the skin 

points changed instantaneously,   before the speed of light had time to reach the 

earth from the sunspot and bring the signal.   Hieronymus monitored a similar effect 

when the astronauts orbited the moon, each time the orbiting spaceship passed behind 

the edge of the moon.     There Is nothing very weird about that;   if you are in a c frame, 

i.e.   in an orthorotated frame chosen in the right manner, the length between the 

earth and the sun is reduced to zero,   simply by the Fitzgerald contraction effect. 

So if you are operating In that particular orthogonal frame, the length Is In fact reduced 

to zero.    And you can go Into the orthoframe here, and turn back out of It there, with 

no travel In between here and there In this frame. 

The Soviets measured these point plexuses and the synchronization of man 

and cosmos very accurately.   They are well ahead of us In approaching an operational 

science involving these types of things.   They call this field psychotronlcs , and 

they have some excellent physicists working In the field.   And they are producing 

results.   Unfortunately they do not publish very many of them.   I wish they would. 

But they are very secretive about the whole affair. 

But now we have to consider the observer In this type of experiment.   That Is 

what we have to do.   Because now we are bringing the observer Into the laboratory, and 

he Is becoming part of our Instrumentation.   We haven't been used to doing that. 

I apologize for the length of the response, but I said that was a tough 

question!   There was a lot Involved In that question. 

Question 

This question has to do with the Hieronymus device.   After the wave passes 

through the prism, and enters the RF amplifier, the energy is not of the form of the 

conventional electromagnetic energy. 

-jli.:^/.j^^.fc.»^L^^iiiHj,^-fc^,,i.^j^,J-M^,1Jj- 
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Tom Bearden 

It is not the wave that enters, now, i'; is the waviclo.   It is in dual-state 

still when it goes through the amplifier.    So as far as ordinary single-state science 

is concerned, zero   goes through the amplifier.   In fact I call that a quiton — I gave 

dual-state entities that name — and I call this thing a quiton amplifier. 

Question 

It is not an electric current,that is full of electron motion, as we know it; it 

j 
is something else? 

Tom Bearden 

It is a quiton or quitons.   It is a piece of nothing. 

Question 

Okay.  And human detectors can pick it up.   So we have an electrical 

circuit conducting these quitons? 

Tom Bearden I 

You see, nothing is everything, right?    So a "piece of nothing" is a   "piece 
.1 

of everything." You are used to that concept, except you normally just pull out a 

one-state piece.    All quitons are^are two or more,   and those are just pieces of 

nothing, and since you can't find just one in it, it is zero as far as conventional 

science and conventional instruments are concerned.   So it is zero so far as one is 

normally concerned.   But it is very real. 

Question 

So we have a circuit that conducts something that we never before thought 

about it conducting, we only thought this circuit conducted electrons. 

Tom Bearden 

That is correct.   The amplifier works on the right hand, so to speak, while 

the optical front end works on the left hand.   Just like the wavicle in the two-slit 
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experiment.   When it hi to the slit region, it is very happy to act as Q wave;   when 

it   hits the screen, it is very happy to act as a corpuscle,   and only hit in one spot. 

But it went through both slits at the same time. 

Question 

It's odd that an electrical circuit is used to conduct this nonelectrical energy. 

Tom Beard en 

Well, it's acting on or in it.   You know, when we say conduct etc, you really 

have a set of interactions going on.   Some entities only have a left hand, so to speak, 

and so they go groping along, interacting with things with their left hand.   Some things 

only have a right hand,   and so they go groping along, interacting with things with 

their right hand.   But some things have two hands, both a left and a right, and so 

they Just alternate right along, or "torn walk" through.    And the "torn walking" 

entities are what I am talking about — a whole new class of entities.   They are 

not electrons and they are not waves.   We don't have a word for them.   Call them 

wavicles if you wish.   I like to call them quitons, because the term "wavicles" 

got used and scrubbed out.     So I call them "quitons. "  But there is nothing magic 

in that name — name them anything you wish. 

Question 

Could this in any way be associated with a neutrino? 

Tom Bearden 

I think so, but I have to admit that, when you start talking about the 

neutrino, the neutrino sea, etc I am not knowledgeable enough to say yes or no. 

But, by the way, you can get a crude idea of quarks, e.g. , and also a reason why 

they cannot be found as independent particles in 3-D space. 

Question 

Quarks? 
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Tom Beard en 

Yes.   I should have developed one thing.   (DRAW) 

Mr 
closure 

If you do one orthogonal turn, that is c.   If you then turn on, but back to the 

space you started from, and close exactly on the tail point where you left, that is 

another orthoturn, another c.   And the two c's multiply together   to give a c^ turn. 

Now if you imagine a 2-D wave   going around those two orthoturns in the closure to 

make three-D, and closing exactly in phase with itself, then it will keep going 

forever in that thing.   And that is a locked-in form, a 2-D object that made itself 

into 3-D by bending back around and closing on its own tail.   If you take a 2-D 

surface and close it all around, what do you have inside it?   3-D.    That is the way 

you do that.   So if you do that here with this 2-D wave, that makes a 3-D object, 

and I call that a formen, a locked-in form.   That is what a fundamental particle is. 

But if you reach into this structure and split it apart, you get the photon, the 2-D 

object, back out — in fact you will get two of them — and you get your c^ term 

back out.  And that is why E = m0c2. 

There is a physical reason for that equation!  It is not just an equation 

written on the board!     The physical world had to do something that generated that 

equation in describing it.   The equation is hung on there as a description, but you 

are describing something that actually happens.     The equation has physical meaning, 

if you can find it.   It is not just an abstract idea. 

But it is not the waves that go through the Hieronymus device.     The Hieronymus 

device is a series selecting device, two filters in series.    It will not admit either 

exclusive state — wave or particle — through the combination in series.   But the 
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entity that is both-statos-at-onco can happily \/altz on through.     So the Hieronymus 

dovico has a stripper as its front end.   It strips away this ordinary world  from the 

world of pure magic — the quiton world — and processes the quitons.      It is a 

space amplifier.   A nothing amplifier. 

Question 

Is that the energy that is supposed to be absorbed by the Moray device? 

Tom Bearden 

I haven't been able to find very much information on the Moray device.   What 

I have is rimply a copy of the book, The Sea of Energy in Which the Earth Floats. 

To give you my thoughts on the Moray device and other such devices, I would say 

this.   Conservation of energy has a certain assumption built into it.    You are 

speaking of a single channel system.   I.e.,   it is like a length of pipe with water 

flowing through it.   When you speak   of conservation of energy, you are saying 

that you can measure the input and the output, and that everything that went in 
or out 

came out. and nothing else got in in the middle.   So you are saying that, other than 

for the ends you are measuring, it is a closed pipe. 

But now look at an unclosed pipe.   Take one that has holes in it everywhere, 

all along its length, and put it in another big pipe that has tremendous pressure on the 

water in it.    So now you will get leakage into the ordinary pipe, or the inner pipe, 

that you are measuring.   And if all you know about and can measure with your 

instruments is the input and the output of that pipe,   then you are going to measure 

much more coming out than what you are putting in.    And if you don't know anything 

about the middle, you are likely to exclaim that this is violating the conservation 

of energy!   It is violating single-channel conservation of energy, closed system 

conservation of energy, because you do not have a closed system.      And I just 

point out that orthorotation uncloses every otherwise closed system.   So orthorotational 

devices pert^lnly ought to be able to easily violate 3-dimenslonal c^ iservation of 
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e nergy 1 and thus it ought to be perfectly possible to build so-ca lled "free energy" 

devices. 

Now go one step further with the pipe a nalogy. If I put a little piece in 

that single-channel pipe 1 somett.ing like an elbow or such, and tune it just right, 

so that the pipe's fluid starts to resonate, then resonance is induced . Resonance 

is a wild oscillation and response of the whole system, and it entrains the energy 

which is going through the pipe into an oscillating energy. 

And here are some magic words: Resonance in a single-channel system 

entrains the single-channel energy. Conservation of energy applies in the 

conventional sense. Resonance in a multichannel system entrains the energy that 

is in all the channels. And if you are only measuring the input from the one 

single channel, then conservation of energy in the conventional sense does not 

apply, because far more energy can be going out that pipe than is going into it 

from the front end. 

You can resonate supers pace, you see! You can resonate zero-point energy! 

You ought to be able to resonate the connection between the electric field and the 

gravitational field and get antigravity. You ought to be able to turn the electrical · 

field into a gravitational field and get fantastic antigravity and energy a:1.d 

everything else out of it. 

Let me point out a working example. In the original Bohr theory of the 

hydrogen atom, the orbital electron violates Maxwell's equations. Specifically, 

the electron is under constant and steady acceleration toward the center, but 

it does not radiate photons, and that violates Maxwell's equations, which require 

an accelerated charge to radiate electromagnetic energy. Now the question 

is, how does it do that? It is fine to describe ·that, but then one ought to be 

tremendously interested in finding the reason that it doesn't. But to6 many 
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physicists now say, "You are not supposed to ask why!"    That attitude means, 

"I don't know, and furthermore I'm not going to bother to find out!" 

Look at it this way.   Another peculiar coincidence exists there.     For every 

orbital electron, the DeBroglie waves are integral around its orbital path.   Great. 

That of course was noticed;   that 1^_ the basis of the Bohr theory, how to set up the 

orbitals.   However, DeBroglie waves are moving faster than the speed of light, faster 

than c.   The speed of time itself is c.   Time moves only at the speed of light. 

DeBroglie waves are outrunning time itself, therefore they are existing in negative 

time.   I.e.,   when time runs backwards, we can call that "negative time."    To a 

DeBroglie wave — which is a physical object in the orthoworld model I am using — 

time runs backwards.    So a DeBroglie wave may be said to carry negative time. 

And the process of taking a bunch of DeBroglie waves, superimposing them, and 

changing them into a particle is nothing but time flipping.   I.e.,   turning negative 

time into positive time.   By orthorotation. 

The integral number of deBroglie waves around the orbital loop means that 

a constant velocity electron in that loop is meeting a steady rate of negative time 

flow, carried by the   DeBroglie waves.   At the same time, the electron, being 

constantly accelerated at a constant rate, is trying to loose electromagnetic energy 

at a steady positive time rate.   But at the same time, it is gathering into its own 

DeBroglie wave superposition structure the negative time at a steady rate from the 

standing wave DeBroglie waves in its orbital path.   So the      negative time input 

from the orbital path and the positive time output from Maxwell's equations simply 

cancel each other.   So Maxwell photons are being born and are dying at the same time. 

There is nothing wrong with that;   that is just the "identity of opposites" again. 

But it makes the orbital electron appear to violate Maxwell's laws, because positive 

time photons just don't get born and separated,   in this model we are using. 
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And the old Bohr theory is good enough for this first hack. Before you wonder about 

the newer approach, which is to consider and represent the probability distributions 

of the electron rather than orbital paths, remember we have already delved into the 

business of what probability really is. That is simply modelling the future in tenns 

of the past. That is, it is modelling where the electron may be, assuming that it 

could ever be anywhere in the first place. But looking at it from the standpoint of 

the old Bohr theory, there is an exact mechanism that grinds away the photons as 

fast as they try to be born. 

I claim you can lay two operational vectors on that situation. You have a 

photon continuously being born, and you have the same photon continuously dying. 

Yes 1 you can kill photons! You can do that with DeBroglie waves. And you can 

generate DeBroglie waves with macroscopic devices; they do not have to be 

microscopic. Every moving object in the universe generates DeBroglie waves. 

And if you are clever at the way you generate these negative-time carrying DeBroglie 

waves, and you match· a lot of them in phase etc. in a macrosco~Ji. c system, then 

you ought to be able to get a lot of negative time. Then you ought to be able to 

couple that to a resonant system, and get time oscillations 1 and you ought to be 

able to rectify time oscillations and get either positive time flux or negative time 

flux. There is a Soviet physicist named Kozyrev who is dotng exactly that sort of 

thing . And none of our physicists are looking deeply at his material and results. 

Kozyrev is getting forces generated by time oscillations. Now from relativity, 

time and length are simply the same thing. But if you can oscillate length, then 

you ought to be able to oscillate ~me as well. And Kozyrev is doing it. 

Now that was a long-winded answer to your question, but the question 

entrained all of that, you see. 



Andrijg Puharich 

Tom, I might make a small comment.     There have been several questions 

about the Hieronymus device and what the sensation is under the skin.    With all 

due respect, I don't think you have quite adr^ssed yourself adequately to that,   as 

to why there are different sensations to different people from the same system. 

Let me just tell you the results of some experimental observations of mine over a 

period of many years, 

Some thirty years ago, I had a famous chemist, Alexander, say to me, that 

one of the  most puzzling things in the world was to go down in the clothing district 

in New York and watch the millions of dollars of trades that were made each day 

just by people running their fingers over cloth.     They literally will walk up to you 

and say, "How are you?" and they're feeling your suit to tell its quality.   We have 

no way, he said, of knowing what's going on between those fingers.   And I thought 

that would be a most interesting problem, to try to solve what goes on between these 

fingers.   Why is there so much information there?   I had no knowledge then of the 

sort of thing you've been talking about;  I was just thinking of clothing and dollars. 

So I did a lot of neurophysiological research on that problem, and I'll just briefly 

give you some conclusions I reached. 

If you take a surface that is one side of a series LC resonant circuit — 

that's essentially capacity coupling — and put your finger on it as the other part 

of the complete loop, then there is obviously an interface between the two.   You 

can do the same thing with any television antenna;   stroke your fingers over the 

surface of the antenna   like you would stroke a bow over a string on a violin, and 

at a certain rate of speed, you will begin to feel a stickiness.   Mad different people 

have different sensations.    And so I hooked some instruments onto the finger and 

the system.   I found out that when  you get about six-tsnths of a volt negative 
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surface charge on tho skin — similar to a bias in a diode dotector system — then 

the RF signal, the sine wave going across that gap,   will be half wave rectified. 

So this is a very important clue.    It doesn't directly answer the question, but 

when positing quitons as dual-state particles   — for rough analogy, say plus and 

minus simultaneously —   then you would say that the skin is a differentiator   pulling 

out either a plus or a minus stream of charges. 

Tom Bearden 

The skin would rectify the quitons. 

Andrlja Puharlch 

Therefore you would get your pulses with one sign.   There are certain conditions. 

This is not easy to obtain.  You must have absolute series LC resonance across the 

tissue In the whole system.  You must have a double sideband system.   And In 

effect when you stroke, you change the dielectric    permittivity across the thing 

because of pressure and plasma effects and so on.    So It's not that easy to do, but 

the net result Is that you can actually see on the scope the skin's half wave 

rectification of that signal.   I've never discussed this before, but I've got a lot 

of data on that, and I thought It might shed some light on the problem here. 

My other comment Is not experimental but theoretical.  You can actually 

look at the fine structure of the skin .   I personally think that the keratin, the 

protein molecules of which the surface of the skin is made, plays a role here. 

We have a pretty good idea what keratin looks like structurally.   There are certain 

hydrogen bondings which can be stretched.   And this is a well known mechanism. 

When you stroke your skin over something, it takes a certain amount of pressure, 

and that creates a stretch, and so there are some well known mechanisms which 

will account for the half wave rectification in the detection effect, in the keratin 

of the skin itself. 



AFTERWORD 

I never did answer the question on quarks 
two orthobends, like this: 

Briefly, a particle is a closed 

M, 

closure 

CLOSURE    (MASS PARTICLE) 

A quark is an unclosed   two orthobends, like this: 

/>£ 
Three quarks, however, can make a closure, like this: 

/ 

/I 
/ 

P# 
^ w. 

And that U a .unaa^ental ^^Zt^^^^^1 
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